MEMORANDUM

#5

To:

Loudoun County Planning Commission

From:

Joshua Peters, AICP, Principal Planner, Planning and Zoning
Daniel Galindo, AICP, Assistant Director, Planning and Zoning

Date:

September 1, 2022

Re:

September 8, 2022, Planning Commission Work Session
CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011 & ZOAM-2021-0002,
Airport Impact Overlay District Update

PURPOSE
The purpose of this item is to consider coordinated amendments to the Loudoun
County 2019 General Plan (2019 GP) and the Revised 1993 Loudoun County Zoning
Ordinance (Zoning Ordinance) that would amend the County’s policies and zoning
regulations for land development in areas where aircraft noise impacts occur. The
amendments comprise a Comprehensive Plan Amendment (CPAM), a Zoning Map
Amendment (ZMAP), and a Zoning Ordinance Amendment (ZOAM) (collectively, the
“Proposed Amendments”).
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff supports a Planning Commission (Commission) recommendation of approval to
the Board of Supervisors (Board). The item is ready for Commission action.
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PROPOSAL: The Proposed Amendments to the 2019 GP and Zoning Ordinance are
consistent with Board direction to staff during initiation of the CPAM and during
adoption of the Resolution of Intent to Amend (ROIA) the Zoning Ordinance. Specific
amendments include:
•

CPAM:
o Amend the reference map within the 2019 GP (Attachment 1) that
depicts the aircraft noise contours of the Airport Noise Impact Area
(ANIA) by replacing the existing noise contours for Washington Dulles
International Airport (IAD) with the projected noise contours in the 2019
Washington Dulles International Noise Contour Map Update (2019 Noise
Study). 1 No changes are proposed to the noise contours for Leesburg
Executive Airport.
o

Amend the policies of the 2019 GP (Attachment 2) pertaining to
airport noise to clarify that 1) disclosure requirements that apply to
property sales throughout the Airport Impact Overlay District (AIOD)
are required for all subsequent property sales, not only the initial sale,
and 2) previously approved residential rezonings should be able to
develop in accordance with their approval, even if subsequently located
within the Ldn 65 or higher aircraft noise impact area (Ldn 65+), which
prohibits new residential development. 2

•

ZMAP: Amend the Zoning Ordinance Map (Attachment 3) of the AIOD in
accordance with the CPAM. The existing and proposed AIOD noise contours are
depicted in Figures 1 and 2. The map depicting the noise contours is proposed
to be the same in both the 2019 GP and the Zoning Ordinance.

•

ZOAM: Amend the Zoning Ordinance regulations (Attachment 4) of the
AIOD in accordance with the CPAM, to clarify notice requirements and
protections for previously approved residential rezoning, as described above.

The Proposed Amendments include other minor amendments to maintain and
improve consistency within and between the 2019 GP and the Zoning Ordinance. All
proposed text amendments to the 2019 GP and Zoning Ordinance are presented as
redline text within Attachments 2 and 4.

Review the Washington Dulles International Airport Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update here.
The Zoning Ordinance defines Ldn as: “The symbol for ‘yearly day-night average sound
level’, which means the 365-day average, in decibels, for the period from midnight to
midnight, obtained after the addition of ten decibels to sound levels for the periods between
10 p.m. and 7 a.m., local time.”
1
2
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Figure 1: Existing Noise Contours Map
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Figure 2: Proposed Noise Contours Map
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BACKGROUND
In 2019, the Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority (MWAA) published an
updated noise exposure map based on the planned ultimate buildout and operational
plans for IAD. These noise exposure maps are presented as updates to those provided
with the previous noise study effort, which was published in 1992. The 2019 GP
includes direction to “Consider replacing the existing noise contours for Washington
Dulles International Airport to reflect the noise contours in the 2019 Washington
Dulles International Noise Contour Map Update” (Chapter 3, Complementary
Elements Action 7.2.F). Accordingly, the Board initiated the Proposed Amendments
for consideration in February 2021.
The Commission held a Public Hearing 3 for the Proposed Amendments on June 28,
2022, during which 39 speakers provided public comments. A majority of speakers
expressed concern over existing noise levels; many expressed opposition to the
Proposed Amendments on the basis that adoption could lead to increased noise;
many expressed a desire for the County to lobby the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) to change flight paths in order to avoid overflight noise impacts on residential
areas; and approximately 8 speakers voiced support for either transition rules or a
carve-out that would accommodate continued residential development within the
proposed Ldn 65+ immediately to the west/southwest of the airport.
Staff has received 30 comments on the Loudoun Online Land Application System
(LOLA). The comments run the gamut of supporting to opposing the Proposed
Amendments, with the common thread being a near universal acknowledgement of
significant existing noise levels in residential areas located near IAD. The staff reports
and associated attachments, including public comment received, can be viewed
online at www.loudoun.gov/lola; search “CPAM-2021-0001.”
UPDATES
The following information is provided in response to Commission requests at the June
28, 2022, Planning Commission Public Hearing.
1. Request: Provide an explanation of the noise modeling with respect to existing
and future conditions.
Staff Response: MWAA has provided the following information:
The MWAA 2019 contours were generated in compliance with Federal Aviation
Regulations including:
•

Federal Aviation Regulation Part 150: This regulation documents the FAA
approved methodology to generate the 2019 noise contours. This

View the June 28, 2022, Planning Commission Public Hearing item here; view the meeting
video here.
3
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regulation requires that forecasted airline fleet mix, aircraft weight, runway
use, annual service volume and flight track use be generated for daytime
(7am to 11pm) and nighttime (11pm to 7am).
•

FAA Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT): This is the computer
model used by the FAA to generate noise contours.

•

Modelling Data: All flight data inputted into the AEDT was vetted by the FAA
and the airlines for accuracy with the goal of producing the most accurate
contours for land use planning by Loudoun and Fairfax Counties. For
instance, when calculating future capacity for the Airport, MWAA utilized
FAA methodology and formulae.

Please see the enclosed graphic titled “IAD Flight Paths” (Attachment 5) that
shows the arrival and departure flight tracks which were used to update/generate
the 2019 airplane noise contours. These dedicated arrival and departure flight
tracks were shared at the April 4, 2018, Airport Authority Noise Contour Update
Working Group Meeting. The same slide is also found as “Slide #9” within the
noise contours presentation posted on the MWAA website link. 4
Please see the enclosed public workshop graphic titled, “IAD Modeled Flight Path
and Contours” (Attachment 6) showing a side-by-side comparison of the updated
noise contours and modelled flight tracks (source: Airports Authority Noise
Contour Update - Public Workshop February 2019).
2. Request: Provide an explanation for why Fairfax County did not adopt the new
contours?
Staff Response: The Fairfax County Department of Planning and Development
issued a memorandum (Attachment 7) to County staff explaining the Fairfax
County decision not to adopt the new contours. That memo includes the following:
“The Board’s decision was based primarily upon the fact that those contours
are based on a projected full operational capacity that might not be reached
for 90 years; that, with the exception of the Denver International Airport,
the methodology is not typically employed throughout the United States;
that the variables that went into the creation of these contours may change
over time; that most jurisdictions around other international airports focus
on noise abatement measures for noise-sensitive uses located within the
60-65 DNL contours; that the noise contours are based on a capacity
analysis, not a demand analysis; and that such long-term projections might
not predict as yet unknown technological, operational, economic, and other
unknown variables, and may be inaccurate over time.”
4

View the MWAA website link here.
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County staff acknowledges that the more common practice for establishing noise
contours is a demand-based approached with a 20 to 30-year planning horizon
rather than a capacity-based approach that does not have a defined planning
horizon. However, the notable exceptions – Dulles International and Denver
International – are both large international airports that have had both the
opportunity and reason to use a more conservative approach; specifically, to
discourage residential development in areas where conflict is likely to occur as
activity at the airport expands. In fact, the existing AIOD noise contours for Dulles
Airport were also developed based on a capacity-based approach. While the
timeframe for reaching ultimate capacity is not definitive, it is certainly beyond a
standard planning horizon, which gives credence to the notion that technology
and other model inputs can be expected to change before the projected capacity
is reached. Even so, public comments received throughout this project
demonstrate that a high volume of conflict between airplane overflights and
existing residences is occurring now along the flight paths and within the impact
areas where the 2019 Noise Contours indicate such conflicts would be likely.
Therefore, staff acknowledges the comparatively conservative approach used in
developing the 2019 Noise Contours and maintains a recommendation of adoption
in order to avoid creation of new and certain conflicts (e.g., approval of new homes
in areas understood to experience significant noise impacts).
3. Request: Clarify the referenced discrepancy between MWAA and FAA regarding
future service levels (i.e., 1,000,000 aircraft per year from MWAA vs. 424,000
from the FAA).
Staff Response: These figures are presented within Review and Assessment ‐
Dulles International Airport Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update by Johnson
Aviation Consulting (the “Johnson Report”) provided as Attachment 8. This issue
is not so much a discrepancy as it is a comparison of two separate concepts:
capacity-based vs. demand-based forecasts. The Johnson Report notes that the
FAA year 2045 Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) 5 for IAD is 424,403 (Johnson Report,
p. 37). The Johnson Report compares this 25-year forecast (from year 2020) for
IAD to the “total 900,000 [operations] assumed for the 4-runway Annual Service
Volume,” which is a component of the total capacity-based forecast in the 2019
Noise Study. The Airport anticipates ultimate build to 1,004,000 operations for a
five-runway configuration, as further explained in #6, below.
4. Request: Clarify how grandfathering rules can be applied or included in the
Commission’s recommendation.
Staff Response: Transition Rules, commonly referred to as “grandfathering,” can
“The Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) is the official FAA forecast of aviation activity for U.S.
airports. Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) | Federal Aviation Administration (faa.gov)

5
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be adopted by the Board during adoption of proposed zoning amendments to
refine the timing with which new rules take effect. Specific to the AIOD Update,
the Board could adopt Transition Rules that allow for consideration of residential
rezoning applications in areas that become restricted for new residential
development under the AIOD Update. For example, a transition rule could provide
for consideration of such residential rezonings if the residential rezoning
application was submitted and accepted for completeness prior to an established
date. If the Commission is inclined to make such recommendation to the Board,
the Commission would appropriately provide such date and a rationale for the
recommendation. Staff has not prepared Transition Rules at this time because the
Board’s most recent direction to staff during the March 1, 2022, ROIA intentionally
removed a proposed “carve-out” area to avoid further residential development in
areas that are understood to be impacted by overflights. Property owners in this
area made an appeal to the Commission during the public hearing for transition
rules; however, such recommendation would conflict with the prior Board
direction.
5. Request: What instructions are given to planes for arrival and departure?
Staff Response: MWAA has provided the following information:
The FAA has published procedures for arrivals and departures at IAD. When
aircraft are about 100 miles from IAD, FAA Air Traffic Control (FAA ATC) will assign
a Standard Terminal Arrival Procedure (STAR) that brings the aircraft close
enough to IAD so the aircraft can transition from the STAR to the Instrument
Approach Procedure (IAP). These procedures are selected from the aircraft’s Flight
Management System (FMS) and can be flown by the aircraft autopilot, or flight
director. If necessary for safety, FAA ATC will issue a verbal instruction that
includes a heading, airspeed and altitude, and these instructions are called radar
vectors. For arrivals, ATC instructions are most likely to occur as the aircraft flies
parallel to the runway direction just prior to turning to join the final approach to
the runway.
On departure, FAA ATC will assign a Standard Instrument Departure (SID). These
procedures are also stored in the aircrafts FMS. Like STARs and IAPs, FAA ATC
can issue radar vectors to pilots flying SIDs. These electronic procedures provide
accurate navigation instructions that were developed with safety as the primary
goal.
The STARs, IAPs and SIDs for IAD can be found on the FAA Instrument Flight
Procedures Gateway website. 6
6. Request: Clarify the planning horizon of the 2019 contours.
6

View the FAA Instrument Flight Procedures Gateway website here.
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Staff Response: MWAA has provided the following information:
The Airport anticipates ultimate build to 1,004,000 operations for a five-runway
configuration and there are many growth factors that could cause the Airport to
reach full operational capacity sooner rather than later (i.e., new domestic and
international airline partners, General Aviation growth, Cargo/Freighter changes,
operational use of north-south and crosswind runways, and other on-airport
development). In addition, there are commercial service airports other than
Denver International that have used the same methodology as a tool to guard
against encroachment (i.e., Portland, Orlando, Phoenix-Mesa Gateway).
For additional reference please see attached letter to Loudoun County in February
2022 Regarding Future Fifth Runway Construction (Attachment 9).
7. Request: Evaluate the process for the disclosure for resales and consider providing
template language.
Staff Response: The burden for ensuring compliance has rested with property
sellers and/or real estate professionals. Under current zoning, the information
required in such disclosure is simply to state that the property is “located within
an area that will be impacted by aircraft overflights and aircraft noise.” This
information is required to be included in:
•
•
•
•
•

Sales contracts,
Brochures and promotional documents,
Homeowner Association documents,
Subdivision plats and site plans, and
Deeds of Conveyance.

The amendments presented at the June 28, 2022, Public Hearing maintained
these requirements.
Staff is supportive of the Commission’s interest in providing template language,
as it would further clarify the requirement. As such, staff has revised the ZOAM
language to require a “disclosure statement, in a form approved by the Zoning
Administrator…” Template language is provided as Attachment 10.
8. Request: Discuss solutions to recommend to the Board so that the disclosure
notice is not dropped on subsequent sales of the home.
Staff Response: In concert with the Commission’s recommendation to provide
template language for the disclosure requirement, staff has revised and
reformatted the text of the proposed ZOAM to simplify and clarify the requirement.
Whereas the existing AIOD text describes the disclosure requirement in three
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separate subsections, the proposed ZOAM text would note the requirement within
each of the aircraft noise impact areas and describe the details of the requirement
in a single section.
Monitoring for full compliance of the disclosure requirement poses a challenge
from a zoning enforcement perspective since brochures, advertising, and real
estate transactions are not monitored by the County. Additionally, because a
zoning violation for failure to disclose would most likely would be discovered only
after the sale to the new owner already had occurred, there would be little that
could be done by the County to address the violation (i.e., zoning violations apply
to the current owner and not past owners of a property, no legal authority for the
County to “undo” the conveyance, etc.). However, the clarifications provided with
the proposed ZOAM text, along with the template language that should be
included with each deed of sale, provide a baseline for the intent of this
requirement being met. Staff acknowledges that full compliance with the
disclosure requirement rests in part on real estate professionals being informed
of the requirement and dealing in good faith.
9. Request: Provide independent sources of data.
Staff Response: The staff response to Question 3, regarding consideration of the
2019 Noise Contours by Fairfax County, provided reference to the Johnson Report,
which was a 3rd party review of the 2019 Noise Study. The Johnson Report is
provided as Attachment 8.
10.Request: Provide solutions to noise abatement for residents in affected areas.
Staff Response: The Commission may include in its recommendation to the Board
that staff provide additional reporting on noise abatement programs and
strategies that may be helpful to County residents who experience high levels of
aircraft related noise at their homes. This would be separate from the subject
project, which is a long-range land use planning effort that is subject to a Boardendorsed work plan.
DRAFT MOTIONS
1. I move that the Planning Commission adopt the proposed Resolution
Recommending Approval of CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011 & ZOAM-20210002, Airport Impact Overlay District Update, included as Attachment 11 to the
September 8, 2022, Planning Commission Work Session Memorandum.
OR
2. I move that the Planning Commission adopt the proposed Resolution
Recommending Approval of CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011 & ZOAM-2021-
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0002, Airport Impact Overlay District Update, included as Attachment 11 to the
September 8, 2022, Planning Commission Work Session Memorandum, with the
following revisions:
a. _______________________; and
b. _______________________.
I further move that the Planning Commission direct staff to prepare a revised
resolution consistent with this motion and authorize the Chairman to sign the
resolution as revised.
OR
3. I move that the Planning Commission adopt the proposed Resolution
Recommending Denial of CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011 & ZOAM-20210002, Airport Impact Overlay District Update, included as Attachment 12 to the
September 8, 2022, Planning Commission Work Session Memorandum.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Proposed ANIA Noise Contours Map (CPAM)
2. Proposed Policy Amendments (CPAM) – Redline text
3. Proposed AIOD Noise Contours Map (ZMAP)
4. Proposed AIOD Zoning Text Amendments (ZOAM)
a. Clean text – no markup
b. Redline from June 28, 2022 public hearing text
c. Redline from existing Zoning Ordinance
5. IAD Flight Paths
6. IAD Modeled Flight Path and Contours
7. Fairfax County Referral Letter
8. Johnson Report
9. MWAA Letter dated February 7, 2022
10.Disclosure Template
11.Resolution recommending Approval
12.Resolution recommending Denial
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Strategy

1.7.

Ensure that projects proposed for eastern Loudoun’s legacy village cores – including
Ashburn, Arcola, and Old Sterling – complement the scale, form, and historic land use
patterns of these areas (see Legacy Village Cores Map).

Actions
A. Develop zoning regulations and design standards that emulate existing lot patterns in

the village cores of Ashburn and Arcola with buildings oriented to the street,
encouraging pedestrian activity.
B. Develop zoning regulations and design standards that promote a mix of land uses

including residential, retail, office, institutional, public facilities, parks, playgrounds
and other uses in the village cores where such uses do not otherwise conflict with
existing uses or anticipated noise impacts from Washington Dulles International
Airport.
C. Develop or maintain zoning regulations and design standards for the legacy village core

of Ashburn that limit residential densities to four (4) units or fewer per acre.
D. Develop zoning regulations and design standards that limit commercial, flex, or

industrial building footprints to 10,000 SF and building heights to three (3) stories.
E. Develop zoning regulations and design standards that discourage new automobile-

oriented retail uses in the village cores.
F. Where compatible with surrounding land uses, allow residential or mixed-use

development in areas of the Arcola village core that fall outside the Ldn (day-night
average noise level) 65 or higher aircraft-Ldn noise contours impact area of
Washington Dulles International Airport, applying the standards of the Suburban
Neighborhood Place Type.
G. Encourage residential development above first floor retail or employment uses in the

village cores.
H. Use the community planning process to develop a unified planning vision and targeted

implementation actions for Ashburn, Arcola, and Old Sterling.
Strategy

1.8.

Promote the retention or development of small-scale industrial, employment, and
manufacturing uses in order to promote local provision of jobs and services and maintain
a diversified commercial tax base.

Actions

A. Develop zoning regulations and design standards that discourage the displacement of
legacy flex, industrial, and employment uses by new large-scale uses.
B. Develop zoning regulations and design standards that expand opportunities for smallscale manufacturing in place types allowing flex, light industrial, industrial, and
employment uses.
C. Amend zoning use definitions in industrial, flex, and employment-centered zoning
districts to accommodate makerspaces, emerging small-scale manufacturing sectors,

Attachment 2
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Suburban Policy Area
Vision
The Suburban Policy Area (SPA) contains self-sustaining communities where one can live, work,
learn, and play. The SPA will have a mix of residential, commercial, and employment uses; a full
complement of public services and facilities; amenities that support a high quality of life; and a
design that incorporates a holistic approach to maintaining and improving community character
through compatible development.

Introduction
The 48,000-acre SPA is located in the easternmost portion of the County, in close proximity to the
job centers and activity areas located east of Loudoun. The Suburban Policy Area is defined on
the north by the Potomac River and on the south by Braddock Road. Its eastern edge is the Fairfax
County line, and its western edge begins at the Potomac River and follows a southerly path along
the Goose Creek just east of Leesburg, the Goose Creek and Beaverdam Reservoirs, and a
combination of property lines, roads, and power line easements, and Washington Dulles
International Airport’s 65 Ldn (day-night average noise level) noise contours. The earliest planned
development occurred within the Potomac and Sterling communities during the 1960s signaling
the beginning of the transformation of eastern Loudoun County from farmland with a centuries
old rural heritage to the suburban area that it is
today.
The SPA is designated as one of the growth areas
of the County and has accommodated most of the
residential and commercial development over the
past decades due to the presence of central water
and sewer utilities and an expanded road network.
Two major events helped to open the SPA to
residential development: 1) the construction of
Washington Dulles International Airport, and 2)
the construction of a major sewer line that
accommodated the airport and improvements to
Route 7 and Route 28.

Washington Dulles International Airport

Route 7 and Route 28 have evolved into critical transportation corridors that are contributing to
Loudoun County’s reputation as an international center for technology, communications, and
global data management sectors. Given its connection to the Washington Dulles International
Airport, Route 28 continues to play a major economic role for Loudoun County as a key location
for on-going development. The County is committed to the continuing growth of and need for an
economically vibrant Route 28 corridor, and the Route 28 Highway Transportation Improvement
District, aids in accomplishing this goal by levying additional tax assessments on commercial and
industrial properties to finance transportation improvements to Route 28. Additionally, the SPA
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Aural Environment

Efforts to protect existing and future residents from increased levels of environmental noise have
focused primarily on airport noise surrounding Washington Dulles International Airport (IAD) and
Leesburg Executive Airport (see Airport Impact Overlay District Airport Noise Impact Area Map).
The Airport Impact Overlay District (AIOD) of the Zoning Ordinance imposes development
restrictions within specified areas to protect existing and future residents as well as maintains the
economic viability of these important transportation and economic development resources. Future
Airport Noise Corridor studies could lead to updates to the noise contours surrounding IAD.
The County also has policies to protect noise-sensitive uses adjacent to major roadways, calling
for appropriate noise mitigation measures to be incorporated into the overall project design when
Noise Abatement Criteria (NAC) Hourly A-Weighted Sound Levels are approached or exceeded.
Lighting and the Night Sky

The County’s night sky is an asset that should be protected from excessive and improper lighting.
The County recognizes the need for artificial lighting for the purposes of public safety and
visibility, but such lighting should be designed and programmed to minimize light pollution.
Action steps call for updating lighting standards that promote quality and energy-efficient lighting,
preserve the natural beauty of the night sky, and minimize impacts on people, plants, and wildlife.

Sustainability
Sustainability seeks to achieve economic development, social equity, and environmental
protection in a balanced manner. Sustainability is commonly defined as development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs. Over the last several decades, Loudoun County has integrated sustainability into the
community fabric to foster a high quality of life. The County will continue its leadership and infuse
a sense of responsibility among all sectors of the community to take a more active role in
sustainability.
Sustainable development calls for practices that are cost-effective, enhance human health and wellbeing, and protect and restore the environment. The County has developed and implemented the
following programs and plans that demonstrate a commitment to a more sustainable community:
•

•

•

Clean Waters Initiative, which hosts educational and partner projects, from floating
wetlands, to native tree planting, to rain gardens, to pasture and crop management, to
stream protection.
The Loudoun County Energy Efficiency and Conservation Program, which provides
leadership, guidance, education, and technical expertise to reduce energy consumption,
improve energy efficiency, reduce energy costs, and facilitate energy conservation in
County facilities.
Energy Strategy 2009, a 30-year road map of energy strategies for the Loudoun County
government and community.
CHAPTER 3-12
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B. Identify essential wildlife corridors and encourage protection of these areas through
conservation easements acquired by the County or others, participation in the Open
Space Preservation Program, development design, and other means.
C. Ensure that new development, redevelopment, and infill development incorporates
existing native vegetation and plantings of native vegetation into the landscape design.
D. Encourage the preservation and plantings of native vegetation to protect pollinators,
migrant birds, and other wildlife.
E.

Promote and support the establishment of public and private nature preserves
throughout the County as part of the protection and enjoyment of natural,
environmental, and heritage resources.

Complementary Elements
CE Policy 7: The County promotes healthy air and low levels of noise and light
pollution as essential elements for current and future residents.
Strategy

7.1.

Preserve and protect air quality.

Actions

A. Comply with the requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
through support of the State Implementation Plan (SIP).
B. Evaluate and implement methods to reduce emissions of airborne pollutants including
particulates, greenhouse gases, ozone precursors, and other gases known to adversely
affect human and environmental health.
Strategy

7.2.

Protect noise-sensitive uses.

Actions

A. Continue to support the Washington
Dulles International and Leesburg
Executive Airports by continued and
complete prohibition of new residential
and other noise-sensitive land uses from
the areas located within the Ldn 65 and or
higher aircraft noise contours impact area
for both airports and by allowing only nonnoise-sensitive land uses within these
contours.

The Airport Noise Impact Area (ANIA)
consists of three (3) components or
aircraft noise contours impact areas:
(i) Within the Ldn 65 or higher;
(ii) Between the Ldn 60-65; and
(iii) Outside of but wWithin one
(1) mile of the Ldn 60

CHAPTER 3-29
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B. Continue to work with the Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority to understand
and minimize the effects of airport operations and routes on existing noise-sensitive
areas within the 60 to 65 Ldn noise contour Ldn 60-65 aircraft noise impact areaat for
Washington Dulles International Airport and minimize residential and noise-sensitive
development in noise sensitive areas.
C. Prohibit residential encroachment into the existing areas designated as within the Ldn
65 or higher aircraft noise contours impact area to ensure that residential development
will not create pressure for reductions in the intensity of service or prohibit the
expansion of service at the airport.
D. Continue to enforce and update with the most current information, as appropriate, the
Airport Impact Overlay District included as part of the Loudoun County Zoning
Ordinance.
E.

Consider the 2019 Washington Dulles International Noise Contour Map Update when
reviewing land development applications surrounding the airport. [Implemented with
CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011, and ZOAM-2021-0002, Airport Impact
Overlay District Update]

F.

Consider replacing the existing noise contours for Washington Dulles International
Airport to reflect the noise contours in the 2019 Washington Dulles International
Noise Contour Map Update. [Implemented with CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-20210011, and ZOAM-2021-0002, Airport Impact Overlay District Update. See
Chapter 7, Implementation Matrix, Complementary Elements Action 7.2.F.]

G. Require roadway noise studies for residential, institutional, or other noise sensitive
uses adjacent to existing or proposed arterial and major collector roads to ensure that
forecasted noise levels fall within acceptable levels, or can be abated to meet County
standards (See also Loudoun County 2019 Countywide Transportation Plan, Chapter
7, Environmental and Heritage Resources).
H. Allow approved residential rezonings that were located outside of the Ldn 65 or higher
aircraft noise impact area at the time of approval but subsequently became located
within the Ldn 65 or higher aircraft noise impact area as a result of updates to the
AIOD to develop in accordance with their approval.
I.

Require disclosure by property owners to prospective buyers of dwellings within the
Airport Noise Impact Area (ANIA) that the property may be impacted by airport noise.

Strategy

7.3.

Prevent light pollution.
CHAPTER 3-30
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Airport Impact Overlay District Airport Noise Impact Area (Map #2022-0472018-145)
African American Historic Communities (Map #2018-201)
Impaired Streams (Map #2018-203)
Limestone Overlay District (Map #2018-204)
Countywide Prime Agricultural Soils Map (Map #2019-262)
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Update the Land Subdivision and Development Ordinance and Facility Standards Manual
to align with the policies, strategies, and actions of this Plan.
Continue to create and update watershed and environmental corridor management plans.
Provide a resolution of intent to amend the Zoning Ordinance to the Board to consider
replacing the existing noise contours for Washington Dulles International Airport and
consider adopting the noise contours in the 2019 Washington Dulles International Noise
Contour Map Update. [Implemented with CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011, and
ZOAM-2021-0002, Airport Impact Overlay District Update]
Continue outreach and coordination with Loudoun’s Towns as described in Chapter 2.
Develop a strategy to facilitate the development of high-speed wired and wireless
telecommunication networks, including broadband technology, in the RPA.
Develop performance standards for data centers to address design, landscaping, and
compatibility that could eliminate the need for a special exception.
Consider reducing the maximum allowable accessory dwelling unit square footage to the
lesser of 1,200 square feet or 70 percent of the principle structure gross square footage
and ground floor footprint for applicable zoning districts in the Suburban Policy Area,
subject to performance standards.
Develop performance standards to address design, landscaping, and compatibility for
industrial uses in the Suburban Industrial and Mineral Extraction adjacent to residences
and primary roads.
Deployment of implementation strategies set forth in the Loudoun County 2019
Countywide Transportation Plan.

Implementation Matrix
The ability to monitor and evaluate the progress of the Loudoun County 2019 General Plan is
crucial to determining whether the Plan is achieving the community’s vision and goals. The
implementation matrix that follows summarizes all action items found in the Plan that require
subsequent County action, such as studies, analyses, program development, and regulatory
changes. The implementation matrix is provided as a tool for the Board to use as the framework
for developing a work program to implement the Plan.

CHAPTER 7-4

Loudoun County 2019 General Plan

Complementary Elements
Action
7.1.B. Evaluate and implement methods to reduce emissions of airborne pollutants including particulates,
greenhouse gases, ozone precursors, and other gases known to adversely affect human and environmental
health.
7.2.D. Continue to enforce and update with the most current information, as appropriate, the Airport Impact
Overlay District included as part of the Loudoun County Zoning Ordinance.
7.2.F. Consider replacing the existing noise contours for Washington Dulles International Airport to reflect the
noise contours in the 2019 Washington Dulles International Noise Contour Map Update.
[Implemented with CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011, and ZOAM-2021-0002, Airport Impact Overlay District
Update]
7.3.A. Update lighting standards. (See Chapter 3 for more information)

Responsibility
(Loudoun County
Department or Agency)
County Government,
Planning & Zoning,
Building & Development
County Government
County Government

County Government,
Building & Development

Sustainability
Action
8.1.A. Update and implement the County Energy Strategy (CES) to account for rapid growth in population and
high energy demand uses, technological changes allowing improved energy storage, changing renewable energy
markets, and the impacts of climate change.
8.1.D. Use the data from benchmarking the energy use to set policy and regulations in the County.
8.1.E. Whenever feasible, build County-constructed facilities to LEED Silver, or equivalent, standards.
8.1.G. Continue to monitor the efforts of MWCOG.
8.1.I. Incorporate natural, environmental, and heritage resources and BMPs into County Energy Strategy.

Responsibility
(Loudoun County
Department or Agency)
General Services,
Transportation & Capital
Infrastructure,
Planning & Zoning
General Services
General Services,
Building & Development
County Government
General Services,
Planning & Zoning
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Update the Land Subdivision and Development Ordinance and Facility Standards Manual to align with the policies,
strategies, and actions of this Plan.
Develop a strategy to facilitate the development of high-speed wired and wireless telecommunication networks,
including broadband technology, in the RPA.
Deployment of implementation strategies set forth in the Loudoun County 2019 Countywide Transportation Plan.

Initial Board-Directed Amendments to the Zoning Ordinance
Action
Provide a resolution of intent to amend the Zoning Ordinance to the Board to consider replacing the existing noise
contours for Washington Dulles International Airport and consider adopting the noise contours in the 2019
Washington Dulles International Noise Contour Map Update.
[Implemented with CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011, and ZOAM-2021-0002, Airport Impact Overlay District
Update]
Develop performance standards for data centers to address design, landscaping, and compatibility that could
eliminate the need for a special exception.
Consider reducing the maximum allowable accessory dwelling unit square footage to the lesser of 1,200 square
feet or 70 percent of the principle structure gross square footage and ground floor footprint for applicable zoning
districts in the Suburban Policy Area, subject to performance standards.
Develop performance standards to address design, landscaping, and compatibility for industrial uses in the
Suburban Industrial and Mineral Extraction adjacent to residences and primary roads.

County Government

Planning & Zoning,
Transportation & Capital
Infrastructure

Responsibility
(Loudoun County
Department or Agency)

County Government,
Planning & Zoning
County Government,
Planning & Zoning
County Government,
Planning & Zoning
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sheep, hogs, horses or other livestock; activities that produce grains such as wheat, barley
and corn; fruit and vegetable production and tree or timber production.
Agricultural Soils: Productive soils that include both Prime Agricultural Soils (Class I)
and Secondary Cropland (Class II) that are essential for growing plants and crops, raising
livestock, and supporting ecosystems.
Agricultural Supportive Business: Uses that provide either direct or indirect services to
agricultural, silvicultural, horticultural, equine, and/or animal husbandry activities. These
uses include farm machinery sales, rental, and repair services; veterinary services;
blacksmithing; agricultural product storage and processing; feed and seed supply; and
similar uses.
Agricultural and Forestal District: Districts that landowners voluntarily enter into,
subject to Board of Supervisors approval, that limit the use and development of property
for a specified term to protect agricultural and forest lands.
Agritourism: A commercial enterprise that links agricultural production and/or processing
with tourism in order to attract visitors to a farm, ranch, or other agricultural business for
the purposes of entertaining and/or educating the visitors and generating income for the
farm, ranch, or business owner.
Airport Noise Impact Area: Areas within one mile of the Ldn 60 and greater aircraft noise
contour that have been determined to be impacted by noise caused by airport operations,
as depicted on the Airport Noise Impact Area map (see Chapter 3 for the ANIA map and
relevant policy guidance).
Apartment/Residential Condo: A building, or portion thereof, designed for occupancy by
three or more households living independently of each other. (See also, Multifamily
Residential)
Aquifer: A geologic formation or structure that transmits underground water in sufficient
quantity to supply pumping wells or springs.
Archaeological Site: The physical remains of any area of human activity greater than fifty
years of age for which a boundary can be established, including but not limited to
domestic/habitation sites, industrial sites, burial sites, earthworks, mounds, quarries, canals
and roads.
Archaeological Survey: The scientific archaeological investigation of a known or
potential archaeological resource as defined by the Virginia Department of Historic
Resources’ Guidelines for Archaeological Investigations in Virginia. See also, Historic
Resources Survey.
Area Median Income (AMI): The middle household income in a specific metropolitan
area; half of households of a particular size have incomes higher and half have incomes
lower. AMI is used to determine eligibility for housing programs.
GLOSSARY-2
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PROPOSED TEXT FOR ZOAM-2021-0002

Section 4-1400

AIOD-Airport Impact Overlay District

4-1401

Purpose. The purpose of the Airport Impact Overlay District (AIOD) is to
acknowledge the unique land use impacts of airports, regulate the siting of
noise sensitive uses, ensure that the heights of structures are compatible
with airport operations, and complement Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) regulations regarding noise and height.

4-1402

AIOD Boundaries.
(A)

The following sources were used as a basis for delineating the Ldn
aircraft noise contours:
(1)

Washington Dulles International Airport: Washington
Dulles International Airport Aircraft Noise Contour Map
Update, May 2019, and

(2)

Leesburg Municipal Airport: Environmental Assessment
Report. October 1985.
U

(B)

The AIOD is composed of three (3) aircraft noise impact areas:
(1)

Within one (1) mile of Ldn 60. The area outside of but
within one mile of the Ldn 60 noise contour.

(2)

Ldn 60 – 65. The Ldn 60 noise contour and the area between
the Ldn 60 noise contour and Ldn 65 noise contour.

(3)

Ldn 65 or higher. The Ldn 65 noise contour and the area
within the Ldn 65 noise contour.

4-1403

Overlay District Established. The AIOD is hereby established as an
overlay district, meaning that it is a district overlaid upon other districts.
Land within the AIOD may be used as permitted in the underlying district,
subject to the separate regulations of the AIOD. The AIOD boundaries are
depicted on the AIOD Map, which is a component of the Zoning Map.

4-1404

Use Limitations. In addition to the use limitations and regulations for the
district over which the AIOD is located, the following use limitations apply
to residential uses and structures located within the AIOD:
(A)

Within one (1) mile of Ldn 60:
(1)

(B)

Disclosure Statement. A disclosure statement must be
provided in accordance with Section 4-1405.

Ldn 60 – 65:
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(C)

(1)

Disclosure Statement. A disclosure statement must be
provided in accordance with Section 4-1405.

(2)

Acoustical Treatment. The applicant must incorporate
acoustical treatment into all residential uses and structures to
ensure that interior noise levels within living spaces (not
including garages, sunrooms, or porches) do not exceed an
average sound level of Ldn 45 db(A). Compliance with this
must be based upon a certification from an acoustical
engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia,
submitted prior to zoning permit approval, that the design
and construction methods and materials to be used in the
construction of the residential use or structure are such that
the foregoing standard will be met, assuming exterior noise
levels between Ldn 60 – 65.

(3)

Avigation Easements. Prior to the approval of any
subdivision plat creating a lot upon which a residential use
or structure could be constructed, zoning permit for a
residential use or structure on an existing lot of record, or
site plan for one or more dwellings, the owner(s) of the
property subject to such subdivision plat, zoning permit, or
site plan must dedicate an avigation easement to the
Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority, indicating the
right of flight to pass over the property, as a means to
securing the long-term economic viability of Washington
Dulles International Airport.

Ldn 65 or higher: Residential uses and structures are not permitted.
(1)

Exception: New residential uses and structures and additions
to existing legally established residential uses and structures
may be permitted, provided that:
(a)

Lot Creation. The lot upon which such residential
use is established or proposed was recorded or had
subdivision plat approval prior to June 16, 1993
(original adoption date) or notwithstanding Section 1103(O), such residential use was designated on a
proffered rezoning approved prior to June 16, 1993 as
being located outside of the Ldn 65 or higher aircraft
noise impact area, and subsequently became located
within the Ldn 65 or higher aircraft noise impact area
as a result of the adoption of ZMAP-2021-0011 &
ZOAM-2021-0002;

(D)

4-1405

(b)

Disclosure Statement. A disclosure statement must
be provided in accordance with Section 4-1405.

(c)

Acoustical Treatment. The applicant must
incorporate acoustical treatment into all residential
uses and structures to ensure that interior noise levels
within living spaces (not including garages,
sunrooms, or porches) do not exceed an average
sound level of Ldn 45 db(A). Compliance with this
must be based upon a certification from an acoustical
engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia,
submitted prior to zoning permit approval, that the
design and construction methods and materials to be
used in the construction of the residential use or
structure are such that the foregoing standard will be
met, assuming exterior noise levels between Ldn 65–
70; and

(d)

Avigation Easements. Prior to the approval of any
subdivision plat creating a lot upon which a
residential use or structure could be constructed,
zoning permit for a residential use or structure on an
existing lot of record, or site plan for one or more
dwellings, the owner(s) of the property subject to
such subdivision plat, zoning permit, or site plan
must dedicate an avigation easement to the
Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority,
indicating the right of flight to pass over the property,
as a means to securing the long-term economic
viability of Washington Dulles International Airport.

Building Heights: Notwithstanding Section 1-103(D)(2), no
building or other structure will be located in a manner or built to a
height that constitutes a hazard to aerial navigation. Where a
structure is proposed in a location or to be built to a height that may
be hazardous to air traffic such structure shall not be erected without
certification from the FAA that it will not constitute a hazard to air
traffic.

Disclosure Statement Required. A disclosure statement, in a form
approved by the Zoning Administrator, must be conspicuously placed on all
subdivision plats and site plans applicable to any lot or development within
the AIOD, that clearly identifies any lot that is located within the AIOD and
any aircraft noise impact area of the AIOD (i.e., Section 4-1402(B)(1), 41402(B)(2), or 4-1402(B)(3)) within which the lot is located, and states that
such lot is located within an area that will be impacted by aircraft overflights
and aircraft noise. Such disclosure statement also must be provided in

writing by the applicant and every subsequent owner of such lot to all
prospective purchasers of, and included in all sales contracts, brochures, and
promotional documents, including any illustrative site plan(s) on display
within any sales related office(s), as well as in homeowner association
documents and all deeds of conveyance applicable to, such lot.
4-1406

Definitions. Unless otherwise specially provided, or unless clearly required
by the context, the words and phrases defined in this subsection shall have
the following meanings when used in Section 4-1400.
(A)

Ldn: The term for "yearly day-night average sound level", which
means the 365-day average, in decibels, for the period from
midnight to midnight, obtained after the addition of ten decibels to
sound levels for the periods between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

(B)

Ldn 45 db(A): The term for the required level of noise attenuation
in residential structures, expressing a required yearly interior daynight average sound level of 45 decibels or less.

PROPOSED TEXT FOR ZOAM-2021-0002
(redline from June 28, 2022, Public Hearing)
Section 4-1400

AIOD-Airport Impact Overlay District

4-1401

Purpose. The purpose of the Airport Impact Overlay District (AIOD) is to
acknowledge the unique land use impacts of airports, regulate the siting of
noise sensitive uses, ensure that the heights of structures are compatible
with airport operations, and complement Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) regulations regarding noise and height.

4-1402

AIOD Boundaries.
(A)

The following sources were used as a basis for delineating the Ldn
aircraft noise contours:
(1)

Washington Dulles International Airport: Washington
Dulles International Airport Aircraft Noise Contour Map
Update, May 2019, and

(2)

Leesburg Municipal Airport: Environmental Assessment
Report. October 1985.
U

(B)

The AIOD is composed of three (3) aircraft noise impact areas:
(1)

Within one (1) mile of Ldn 60. The area outside of but
within one mile of the Ldn 60 noise contour.

(2)

Ldn 60 – 65. The Ldn 60 noise contour and the area between
the Ldn 60 noise contour and Ldn 65 noise contour.

(3)

Ldn 65 or higher. The Ldn 65 noise contour and the area
within the Ldn 65 noise contour.

4-1403

Overlay District Established. The AIOD is hereby established as an
overlay district, meaning that it is a district overlaid upon other districts.
Land within the AIOD may be used as permitted in the underlying district,
subject to the separate regulations of the AIOD. The AIOD boundaries are
depicted on the AIOD Map, which is a component of the Zoning Map.

4-1404

Use Limitations. In addition to the use limitations and regulations for the
district over which the AIOD is located, the following use limitations apply
to residential uses and structures located within the AIOD:
(A)

Within one (1) mile of Ldn 60:
(1)

Disclosure Statement. The applicant and every subsequent
owner of the property must disclose in writing to all
prospective purchasers that they are located within an area
that will be impacted by aircraft overflights and aircraft
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noise. Such notification will be accomplished by inclusion
of this information in all sales contracts, brochures, and
promotional documents, including any illustrative site
plan(s) on display within any sales related office(s), as well
as in homeowner association documents and all deeds of
conveyance, and by inclusion on all subdivision plats and
site plansA disclosure statement must be provided in
accordance with Section 4-1405.
(B)

Ldn 60 – 65:
(1)

Disclosure Statement. The applicant and every subsequent
owner of the property must disclose in writing to all
prospective purchasers that they are located within an area
that will be impacted by aircraft overflights and aircraft
noise. Such notification will be accomplished by inclusion
of this information in all sales contracts, brochures, and
promotional documents, including any illustrative site
plan(s) on display within any sales related office(s), as well
as in homeowner association documents and all deeds of
conveyance, and by inclusion on all subdivision plats and
site plans.

(1)

Disclosure Statement. A disclosure statement must be
provided in accordance with Section 4-1405.

(2)

Acoustical Treatment. The applicant must incorporate
acoustical treatment into all residential uses and structures to
ensure that interior noise levels within living spaces (not
including garages, sunrooms, or porches) do not exceed an
average sound level of Ldn 45 db(A). Compliance with this
must be based upon a certification from an acoustical
engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia,
submitted prior to zoning permit approval, that the design
and construction methods and materials to be used in the
construction of the residential use or structure are such that
the foregoing standard will be met, assuming exterior noise
levels between Ldn 60 – 65.

(3)

Avigation Easements. Prior to the approval of any
subdivision plat creating a lot upon which a residential use
or structure could be constructed, zoning permit for a
residential use or structure on an existing lot of record, or
site plan for one or more dwellings, the owner(s) of the
property subject to such subdivision plat, zoning permit, or
site plan must dedicate an avigation easement to the
Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority, indicating the

right of flight to pass over the property, as a means to
securing the long-term economic viability of Washington
Dulles International Airport.
(C)

Ldn 65 or higher: Residential uses and structures are not permitted.
(1)

Exception: New residential uses and structures and additions
to existing legally established residential uses and structures
may be permitted, provided that:
(a)

Lot Creation. The lot upon which such residential
use is established or proposed was recorded or had
subdivision plat approval prior to [June 16, 1993
(original adoption date of the AI]) or notwithstanding
Section 1-103(O), such residential use was designated
on a proffered rezoning approved prior to [original
adoption date of the AI]June 16, 1993 as being located
outside of the Ldn 65 or higher aircraft noise impact
area, and subsequently became located within the Ldn
65 or higher aircraft noise impact area as a result of the
adoption of ZMAP-2021-0011 & ZOAM-2021-0002;

(b)

Disclosure Statement. A disclosure statement must
be provided in accordance with Section 4-1405.

(b)(c) Acoustical Treatment. The applicant must
incorporate acoustical treatment into all residential
uses and structures to ensure that interior noise levels
within living spaces (not including garages,
sunrooms, or porches) do not exceed an average
sound level of Ldn 45 db(A). Compliance with this
must be based upon a certification from an acoustical
engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia,
submitted prior to zoning permit approval, that the
design and construction methods and materials to be
used in the construction of the residential use or
structure are such that the foregoing standard will be
met, assuming exterior noise levels between Ldn 65–
70; and
(c)(d) Avigation Easements. Prior to the approval of any
subdivision plat creating a lot upon which a
residential use or structure could be constructed,
zoning permit for a residential use or structure on an
existing lot of record, or site plan for one or more
dwellings, the owner(s) of the property subject to
such subdivision plat, zoning permit, or site plan

must dedicate an avigation easement to the
Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority,
indicating the right of flight to pass over the property,
as a means to securing the long-term economic
viability of Washington Dulles International Airport.
(D)

Building Heights: Notwithstanding Section 1-103(D)(2), no
building or other structure will be located in a manner or built to a
height that constitutes a hazard to aerial navigation. Where a
structure is proposed in a location or to be built to a height that may
be hazardous to air traffic such structure shall not be erected without
certification from the FAA that it will not constitute a hazard to air
traffic.

4-1405

Disclosure Statement Required. A disclosure statement, in a form
approved by the Zoning Administrator, must be conspicuously placed on all
subdivision plats, and site plans, and deeds applicable to any parcellot or
development within the AIOD, that clearly identifies any lot that is located
within the AIOD and any aircraft noise impact area of the AIOD (i.e.,
Section 4-1402(B)(1), 4-1402(B)(2), or 4-1402(B)(3)) within which the lot
is located, and states that such lot is located within an area that will be
impacted by aircraft overflights and aircraft noise. Such disclosure
statement also must be provided in writing by the applicant and every
subsequent owner of such lot to all prospective purchasers of, and included
in all sales contracts, brochures, and promotional documents, including any
illustrative site plan(s) on display within any sales related office(s), as well
as in homeowner association documents and all deeds of conveyance
applicable to, such lot.

4-1406

Definitions. Unless otherwise specially provided, or unless clearly required
by the context, the words and phrases defined in this subsection shall have
the following meanings when used in Section 4-1400.
(A)

Ldn: The term for "yearly day-night average sound level", which
means the 365-day average, in decibels, for the period from
midnight to midnight, obtained after the addition of ten decibels to
sound levels for the periods between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

(B)

Ldn 45 db(A): The term for the required level of noise attenuation
in residential structures, expressing a required yearly interior daynight average sound level of 45 decibels or less.

PROPOSED TEXT FOR ZOAM-2021-0002
(redline from Revised 1993 Zoning Ordinance)

(A)

DIVISION C: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT DISTRICTS
ARTICLE 1Section 4-1400 AIAIOD-Airport Impact Overlay District
4-1401

4-1401 Purpose. This district The purpose of the Airport Impact Overlay District
(AIOD) is established to acknowledge the unique land use impacts of airports,
regulate the siting of noise sensitive uses, ensure that the heights of structures are
compatible with airport operations, and complement Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) regulations regarding noise and height.

4-1402

4-1402 DistrictAIOD Boundaries.
(A)

The Airport Impact (AI) Overlay District boundaries shall be based on the 60
and 65 Ldn noise contours and an area that extends one (1) mile beyond the
60 Ldn contours. The Board shall usefollowing sources were used as a basis
for delineating the Ldn aircraft noise contour the following sourcescontours:
(1)

Washington Dulles International Airport: The FAA Part 150
Noise Compatibility Programs,Airport: Washington Dulles
International Airport, August, 1992 Aircraft Noise Contour Map
Update, May 2019, and
U

U

(2)

Leesburg Municipal Airport: Environmental Assessment Report.
October 1985.
U

(B)

(B)

4-1403

For the purpose of administering these regulations the Airport Impact
Overlay District shall have three (3) components:
(1)

Ldn - 65 or higher.

(2)

Ldn 60 - Ldn 65.

The AIOD is composed of three (3) aircraft noise impact areas:
(1)

Within the A-I overlay district, but one (1) mile of Ldn 60. The area
outside theof but within one mile of the Ldn 60 noise contour.

(3)(2)

Ldn 60 – 65. The Ldn 60 noise contour. and the area between the
Ldn 60 noise contour and Ldn 65 noise contour.

(3)

4-1403 Ldn 65 or higher. The Ldn 65 noise contour and the area
within the Ldn 65 noise contour.

Overlay District Established. The Airport Impact (AI) Overlay DistrictThe
AIOD is hereby established as an overlay district, meaning that it is a district
Section 4-1400
Revision Date: June 17, 1998
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(A)

overlaid upon other districts. Land within the Airport Impact (AI) Overlay
DistrictAIOD may be used as permitted in the underlying district, subject to the
additionalseparate regulations of this districtthe AIOD. The AIOD boundaries are
depicted on the AIOD Map, which is a component of the Zoning Map.
4-1404

4-1404 Use Limitations. In addition to the use limitations and regulations for the
zoning district over which an Airport Impact (AI) Overlay Districtthe AIOD is
located, the following use limitations shall apply to residential uses and structures
located within the AIOD:
(A)

For areas outside of, but withinWithin one (1) mile of the Ldn 60.:
(1)

Full Disclosure Statement. For all residential dwelling units to be
constructed outside of, but within one (1) mile of the Ldn 60. The
applicant shall disclose in writing to all prospective purchasers that
they are located within an area that will be impacted by aircraft
overflights and aircraft noise. Such notification will be
accomplished by inclusion of this information in all sales
contracts, brochures and promotional documents, including the
Illustrative Site Plan(s) on display within any sales related

Section 4-1400
Revision Date: June 17, 1998

(A)
office(s), as well as in Homeowner Association Documents, and
by inclusion on all subdivision and site plans, and within all Deeds
of Conveyance.
(B)

For areas between the Ldn 60-65 aircraft noise contours:
(1)

Full Disclosure Statement. For all residential dwelling units to be
constructed between the Ldn 60-65 aircraft noise contours, the
applicant shall disclose in writing to all prospective purchasers that
they are located within an area that will be impacted by aircraft
overflights and aircraft noise. Such notification will be
accomplished by inclusion of this information in all sales
contracts, brochures and promotional documents, including the
Illustrative Site Plan(s) on display within any sales related
office(s), as well as in Homeowner Association Documents, and
by inclusion on all subdivision and site plans, and within all Deeds
of Conveyance.
(1)

(B)

Acoustical Treatment. For all residential units located
between the Ldn 60-65 aircraft noise contours, the applicant
shall incorporate acoustical treatment into all dwelling units
to insureDisclosure Statement. A disclosure statement must
be provided in accordance with Section 4-1405.

Ldn 60 – 65:
(1)

Disclosure Statement. A disclosure statement must be
provided in accordance with Section 4-1405.

(2)

Acoustical Treatment. The applicant must incorporate
acoustical treatment into all residential uses and structures to
ensure that interior noise levels within living spaces (not
including garages, sunrooms, or porches) do not exceed an
average sound level of Ldn 45 db(A). Compliance with this
must be based upon a certification from an acoustical engineer
licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia, submitted prior to
zoning permit approval, that the design and construction
methods and materials to be used in the construction of the
residential use or structure are such that the foregoing
standard will be met, assuming exterior noise levels between
Ldn 60 – 65.

(3)

Avigation Easements. Prior to the approval of any
subdivision plat creating a lot upon which a residential use or
structure could be constructed, zoning permit for a residential
use or structure on an existing lot of record, or site plan for
one or more dwellings, the owner(s) of the property subject to
such subdivision plat, zoning permit, or site plan must
dedicate an avigation easement to the Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority, indicating the right of flight
to pass over the property, as a means to securing the long-term
Section 4-1400
Revision Date: June 17, 1998

(A)
economic viability of Washington Dulles International
Airport.
(C)

Ldn 65 or higher: Residential uses and structures are not permitted.
(1)

Exception: New residential uses and structures and additions
to existing legally established residential uses and structures
may be permitted, provided that:
(a)

Lot Creation. The lot upon which such residential use
is established or proposed was recorded or had
subdivision plat approval prior to June 16, 1993
(original adoption date) or notwithstanding Section 1103(O), such residential use was designated on a
proffered rezoning approved prior to June 16, 1993 as
being located outside of the Ldn 65 or higher aircraft
noise impact area, and subsequently became located
within the Ldn 65 or higher aircraft noise impact area as
a result of the adoption of ZMAP-2021-0011 & ZOAM2021-0002;

(b)

Disclosure Statement. A disclosure statement must be
provided in accordance with Section 4-1405.

(2)(c)

Acoustical Treatment. The applicant must
incorporate acoustical treatment into all residential
uses and structures to ensure that interior noise levels
within living spaces (not including garages, sunrooms,
or porches) do not exceed an average sound level of
Ldn 45 db(A) Ldn.). Compliance with this standard
shallmust be based upon a certification from an
acoustical engineer licensed in the Commonwealth of
Virginia, submitted at the time of prior to zoning
permit issuanceapproval, that the design and
construction methods and materials to be used in the
construction of the dwellingresidential use or structure
are such that the foregoing standard will be met,
assuming exterior noise levels between 60-Ldn 65
Ldn.–70; and

(3)(d)

Avigation Easements. For all Prior to the approval of
any subdivision plat creating a lot upon which a
residential dwelling units touse or structure could be
constructed between the Ldn 60-65 aircraft noise
contours. Prior to the approval of a Record Plat
creating , zoning permit for a residential lotsuse or
forstructure on an existing lotslot of record, prior to
the issuance of a zoning permitor site plan for one or
more dwellings, the owner(s) of the property subject
to such parcel or parcels shallsubdivision plat, zoning
permit, or site plan must dedicate an avigation
Section 4-1400
Revision Date: June 17, 1998

(A)
easement to the Metropolitan Washington Airports
Authority, indicating the right of flight to pass over the
property, as a means to securing the long-term
economic viability of
Washington Dulles
International Airport.
(C)

In Airport Noise Impact areas of Ldn 65 or higher, residential dwellings
shall not be permitted. However, new dwelling units and additions to
existing dwellings may be permitted, provided that:
(1)

The lot was recorded or had record plat approval prior to the
effective date of adoption of this Ordinance.

(2)

The new dwelling unit or addition complies with the acoustical
treatment requirements for residential districts set forth in the
Virginia Uniform Statewide Building Code.

Section 4-1400
Revision Date: June 17, 1998

(B)
(D)

NoHeights: Notwithstanding Section 1-103(D)(2), no building or
other structure shallwill be located in a manner or built to a height
whichthat constitutes a hazard to aerial navigation. Where a
structure is proposed in a location or to be built to a height whichthat
may be hazardous to air traffic such structure shall not be erected
without certification from the Federal Aviation AdministrationFAA
that it will not constitute a hazard to air traffic.

4-1405

4-1405 Disclosure. Statement Required. A disclosure statement shall, in
a form approved by the Zoning Administrator, must be conspicuously
placed on all subdivision plats, and site plans, and deeds applicable to any
parcellot or development within the AI District,AIOD, that clearly
identifyingidentifies any lot whichthat is located within the AI
DistrictAIOD and identifying the componentany aircraft noise impact
area of the AI DistrictAIOD (i.e., Section 4-1402(B)(1), 4-1402(B)(2), or
4- 1402(B)(3)) inwithin which the lot is located, and states that such lot is
located within an area that will be impacted by aircraft overflights and
aircraft noise. Such disclosure statement also must be provided in writing
by the applicant and every subsequent owner of such lot to all prospective
purchasers of, and included in all sales contracts, brochures, and
promotional documents, including any illustrative site plan(s) on display
within any sales related office(s), as well as in homeowner association
documents and all deeds of conveyance applicable to, such lot.

4-1406

4-1406 Definitions. Unless otherwise specially provided, or unless clearly
required by the context, the words and phrases defined in this subsection
shall have the following meanings when used in Section 4-1400.
(A)

Ldn: The symbolterm for "yearly day-night average sound level",
which means the 365-day average, in decibels, for the period from
midnight to midnight, obtained after the addition of ten decibels to
sound levels for the periods between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m., local time.

(B)

Ldn 45 db(A) Ldn:): The symbolterm for the required level of noise
attenuation in residential structures constructed within the area
between airport noise contour 60 and airport noise contour 65,
expressing a required yearly interior day-night average sound level
of 45 decibels or less.

(a)

Dulles Airport
Traffic Patterns

Arrivals

Arrivals

Departures

Departures

Source: “Dulles International - Aircraft Procedures & Guidelines.” Metropolitan Washington Airport Authority. Accessed
March 28, 2018. http://www.flydulles.com/iad/dulles-international-aircraft-procedures-guidelines.

Source: “Dulles International - Aircraft Procedures & Guidelines.” Metropolitan Washington Airport Authority. Accessed
March 28, 2018. http://www.flydulles.com/iad/dulles-international-aircraft-procedures-guidelines.

North Flow

[Confidential / Pre-Decisional]

South or Mixed Flow
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County of Fairfax, Virginia
To protect and enrich the quality of life for the people, neighborhoods and diverse communities of Fairfax County

September 20, 2021
Joshua Peters, AICP
Loudoun County Department of Planning and Zoning
1 Harrison Street, SE
Leesburg, Virginia 20177-7000
SUBJECT: CPAM-2021-0001, Airport Impact Overlay District Update
Dear Mr. Peters:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the proposed amendment to the
Loudoun County 2019 General Plan to update the mapped airport noise contours, as well as
associated content and associated policies.
BACKGROUND
Loudoun County proposes a Comprehensive Plan Amendment (CPAM) to amend the Airport
Noise Impact Areas (ANIA) map of the Loudoun County 2019 General Plan, along with the
associated content and policy statements. The map provides the basis for administering the
policies that address airport noise impacts from the Washington Dulles International Airport
(Dulles) and the Leesburg Executive Airport and for establishing the Airport Impact Overlay
District (AIOD) of the Loudoun County Zoning Ordinance. If adopted, the ANIA map update
would reflect the latest noise contours for the Dulles Airport provided by the Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority (MWAA) based on the 2019 Washington Dulles International
Noise Contour Map Update.
Loudoun County uses airport noise contours to determine where residential development can
occur. New residential and other noise-sensitive uses are not permitted within the 65+ Ldn
impact area and greater. If the new contours are adopted as proposed, Loudoun County
anticipates that 7.78 acres would be added to the area currently designated as 65+ Ldn, while
18.60 acres would be removed from this area. Overall, the adoption of the new contours would
result in a net reduction of 10.82 acres within the 65+ Ldn impact area.
Depicted below is the draft map of the proposed airport noise contours.
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Department of Planning and Development
Planning Division
12055 Government Center Parkway, Suite 730
Fairfax, Virginia 22035-5507
Phone 703-324-1380
Fax 703-653-9447
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September 20, 2021
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Loudoun County Draft Airport Noise Impact Areas

STAFF COMMENTS
Like the policies of Loudoun County, Fairfax County has adopted policies to minimize adverse
aircraft noise impacts on its citizens and to balance these policies with policies that foster the
economic growth of both Dulles and the County. (See Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan, 2017

Joshua Peters
September 20, 2021
Page 3
Edition, Area III, Area Plan Overview, Amended through 10-16-2018, Introduction, Pages 1920).
The Fairfax County Board of Supervisors (Board) has previously considered the Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority’s (MWAA) 2019 Washington Dulles International Noise
Contour Map Update that Loudoun County is now considering and decided in July 2020 not to
adopt those contours. The Board’s decision was based primarily upon the fact that those contours
are based on a projected full operational capacity that might not be reached for 90 years; that,
with the exception of the Denver International Airport, the methodology is not typically
employed throughout the United States; that the variables that went into the creation of these
contours may change over time; that most jurisdictions around other international airports focus
on noise abatement measures for noise-sensitive uses located within the 60-65 DNL contours;
that the noise contours are based on a capacity analysis, not a demand analysis; and that such
long-term projections might not predict as yet unknown technological, operational, economic,
and other unknown variables, and may be inaccurate over time. Loudoun County may wish to
consider these variables as well.
On July 28, 2020, the Board authorized a Comprehensive Plan amendment for the consideration
of permitting residential uses in the area between the 60 and 65 DNL airport noise contours. An
issues paper is being prepared to provide background information and to identify potential
considerations and noise mitigations.
If you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact Joseph Gorney of the
Department of Planning and Development (DPD) at 703-324-1380. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Leanna H. O’Donnell, AICP, Director
Department of Planning and Development, Planning Division
LHO: JCG
cc:

Board of Supervisors
Bryan Hill, County Executive
Rachel Flynn, Deputy County Executive
Barbara Byron, Director, DPD
Kelly Atkinson, Branch Chief, Environment & Development Review Branch, Planning
Division, DPD
Joseph Gorney, Senior Environmental Planner, DPD-PD

County of Fairfax, Virginia
To protect and enrich the quality of life for the people, neighborhoods and diverse communities of Fairfax County

February 25, 2022
Joshua Peters, AICP
Loudoun County Department of Planning and Zoning
1 Harrison Street, SE
Leesburg, Virginia 20177-7000
Email: joshua.peters@loudoun.gov
SUBJECT:

Airport Impact Overlay District Update:
CPAM-2021-0001; ZOAM-2021-0002; and ZMAP-2021-0011

Dear Mr. Peters:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the proposed Loudoun County General
Plan and Zoning Ordinance amendments and the proposed rezoning of the Loudoun County
Airport Impact Overlay District.
BACKGROUND
Loudoun County proposes three coordinated actions to update the maps, policies, and zoning text
related to the County’s Airport Impact Overlay District (AIOD) for the Washington Dulles
International (Dulles) and the Leesburg Executive Airports. The Comprehensive Plan
Amendment (CPAM-2021-0001) proposes to amend the Airport Noise Impact Area (ANIA) map
of the Loudoun County 2019 General Plan. The map provides the basis for administering the
2019 Plan policies that address airport noise impacts and for establishing the Airport Impact
Overlay District (AIOD) of the Zoning Ordinance. The Comprehensive Plan Amendment
proposes to update the ANIA map by replacing the noise contours for the Dulles Airport based
on the noise contours in the 2019 Washington Dulles International Noise Contour Map Update
provided by the Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority (MWAA). Additional amendments
to associated content and policy statements are also proposed as part of the Amendment. The
Zoning Map Amendment (ZMAP-2021-0011) and the Zoning Ordinance Amendment (ZOAM2021-0002) propose corresponding Zoning Ordinance updates to the map of the overlay district
and to the zoning regulation text to maintain consistency with the CPAM.
The current airport noise contours were established based on noise studies for the Dulles Airport
and the Leesburg Executive Airport published in 1993 and 1985, respectively. Policy guidance
within Loudoun County’s 2019 General Plan, which was adopted on June 20, 2019, states,
“Consider replacing the existing noise contours for Washington Dulles International Airport to
reflect the noise contours in the 2019 Washington Dulles International Noise Contour Map
Update” (Chapter 3, Complementary Elements Action 7.2.F).
Department of Planning and Development
Planning Division
12055 Government Center Parkway, Suite 730
Fairfax, Virginia 22035-5507
Phone 703-324-1380
Fax 703-653-9447
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/planning-development

Joshua Peters
Loudoun County Airport Impact Overlay District
Page 2

Loudoun County uses airport noise contours to determine where residential development can
occur. New residential and other noise-sensitive uses are not permitted within the 65+ Ldn
impact area and greater. If the new contours are adopted as proposed, Loudoun County
anticipates that 7.78 acres would be added to the area currently designated as 65+ Ldn, while
18.60 acres would be removed from this area. Overall, the adoption of the new contours would
result in a net reduction of 10.82 acres within the 65+ Ldn impact area.
Depicted below is the draft map of the proposed airport noise contours.
Loudoun County Draft Airport Noise Impact Areas

Source: Loudoun County

Joshua Peters
Loudoun County Airport Impact Overlay District
Page 3

STAFF COMMENTS
Like the policies of Loudoun County, Fairfax County has adopted policies to minimize adverse
aircraft noise impacts on its citizens and to balance these policies with those that foster the
economic growth of both the Dulles Airport and the County. (See Fairfax County
Comprehensive Plan, 2017 Edition, Area III, Area Plan Overview, Amended through 10-162018, Introduction, Pages 19-20).
The Fairfax County Board of Supervisors (“Board”) is not considering the adoption of the 2019
noise contours, as discussed in our previous letter dated September 20, 2021 and included as
Attachment 1. On July 28, 2020, the Fairfax County Board authorized a Comprehensive Plan
amendment for the consideration of new residential uses in the area between the current Board
adopted DNL 60-65 dBA airport noise contours with commitments to noise mitigation measures,
notification requirements, and appropriate construction techniques. An issues paper was prepared
to provide background information and to identify potential considerations and noise mitigations.
A copy of this Issues Paper was forwarded to you via email on February 1, 2022. Staff also notes
that community outreach related to the amendment is currently in process and looks forward to
discussing this amendment with Loudoun County. The amendment is scheduled for public
hearings before the Planning Commission on May 18, 2022 and the Board of Supervisors on
June 28, 2022.
If you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact Joseph Gorney of the
Department of Planning and Development (DPD) at 703-324-1380. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Leanna H. O’Donnell, AICP, Director
Department of Planning and Development, Planning Division
LHO: JCG
Attachment 1: Letter to Joshua Peters dated September 20, 2021
cc:

Board of Supervisors
Bryan Hill, County Executive
Rachel Flynn, Deputy County Executive
Barbara Byron, Director, DPD
Kelly Atkinson, Branch Chief, Environment & Development Review Branch, Planning
Division, DPD
Joseph Gorney, Senior Environmental Planner, DPD-PD
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County of Fairfax, Virginia
To protect and enrich the quality of life for the people, neighborhoods and diverse communities of Fairfax County

September 20, 2021
Joshua Peters, AICP
Loudoun County Department of Planning and Zoning
1 Harrison Street, SE
Leesburg, Virginia 20177-7000
SUBJECT: CPAM-2021-0001, Airport Impact Overlay District Update
Dear Mr. Peters:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the proposed amendment to the
Loudoun County 2019 General Plan to update the mapped airport noise contours, as well as
associated content and associated policies.
BACKGROUND
Loudoun County proposes a Comprehensive Plan Amendment (CPAM) to amend the Airport
Noise Impact Areas (ANIA) map of the Loudoun County 2019 General Plan, along with the
associated content and policy statements. The map provides the basis for administering the
policies that address airport noise impacts from the Washington Dulles International Airport
(Dulles) and the Leesburg Executive Airport and for establishing the Airport Impact Overlay
District (AIOD) of the Loudoun County Zoning Ordinance. If adopted, the ANIA map update
would reflect the latest noise contours for the Dulles Airport provided by the Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority (MWAA) based on the 2019 Washington Dulles International
Noise Contour Map Update.
Loudoun County uses airport noise contours to determine where residential development can
occur. New residential and other noise-sensitive uses are not permitted within the 65+ Ldn
impact area and greater. If the new contours are adopted as proposed, Loudoun County
anticipates that 7.78 acres would be added to the area currently designated as 65+ Ldn, while
18.60 acres would be removed from this area. Overall, the adoption of the new contours would
result in a net reduction of 10.82 acres within the 65+ Ldn impact area.
Depicted below is the draft map of the proposed airport noise contours.

Department of Planning and Development
Planning Division
12055 Government Center Parkway, Suite 730
Fairfax, Virginia 22035-5507
Phone 703-324-1380
Fax 703-653-9447
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/planning-development
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Joshua Peters
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Loudoun County Draft Airport Noise Impact Areas

STAFF COMMENTS
Like the policies of Loudoun County, Fairfax County has adopted policies to minimize adverse
aircraft noise impacts on its citizens and to balance these policies with policies that foster the
economic growth of both Dulles and the County. (See Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan, 2017

Attachment 1
Joshua Peters
September 20, 2021
Page 3
Edition, Area III, Area Plan Overview, Amended through 10-16-2018, Introduction, Pages 1920).
The Fairfax County Board of Supervisors (Board) has previously considered the Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority’s (MWAA) 2019 Washington Dulles International Noise
Contour Map Update that Loudoun County is now considering and decided in July 2020 not to
adopt those contours. The Board’s decision was based primarily upon the fact that those contours
are based on a projected full operational capacity that might not be reached for 90 years; that,
with the exception of the Denver International Airport, the methodology is not typically
employed throughout the United States; that the variables that went into the creation of these
contours may change over time; that most jurisdictions around other international airports focus
on noise abatement measures for noise-sensitive uses located within the 60-65 DNL contours;
that the noise contours are based on a capacity analysis, not a demand analysis; and that such
long-term projections might not predict as yet unknown technological, operational, economic,
and other unknown variables, and may be inaccurate over time. Loudoun County may wish to
consider these variables as well.
On July 28, 2020, the Board authorized a Comprehensive Plan amendment for the consideration
of permitting residential uses in the area between the 60 and 65 DNL airport noise contours. An
issues paper is being prepared to provide background information and to identify potential
considerations and noise mitigations.
If you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact Joseph Gorney of the
Department of Planning and Development (DPD) at 703-324-1380. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Leanna H. O’Donnell, AICP, Director
Department of Planning and Development, Planning Division
LHO: JCG
cc:

Board of Supervisors
Bryan Hill, County Executive
Rachel Flynn, Deputy County Executive
Barbara Byron, Director, DPD
Kelly Atkinson, Branch Chief, Environment & Development Review Branch, Planning
Division, DPD
Joseph Gorney, Senior Environmental Planner, DPD-PD
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Attachment 8

March 15, 2020
Ms. Rachel Flynn
Deputy County Executive
Fairfax County Virginia
12000 Government Center Parkway, Suite 552
Fairfax, Virginia 22035
Subject:

Review and Assessment of Dulles International Airport Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update

Dear Ms. Flynn:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide Fairfax County with this review and assessment of the Dulles
International Airport (IAD, Dulles International or Airport), Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update prepared
by Ricondo & Associates, with Harris, Miller, Miller, & Hanson (Report or Ricondo Report), for the Planning
Department of Metropolitan Washington Airport Authority (MWAA). This process is an important part of
continuously working toward informed, balanced and effective compatible land use planning for local
communities and residents of Fairfax County affected by IAD aircraft operations.
Dulles International is a critically important economic asset for the County and the Washington D.C.
Metropolitan Area. Protecting and preserving the utility of the Airport for the long term is the highest
and best use of this economic resource. Likewise, responsible land use and development around and near
the Airport enhances and leverages the value of the Airport and its users for the long‐term economic
vitality of the County. Fairfax County and MWAA together have made Dulles International a rare example
in the U.S. of well‐planned, airport‐compatible land use success.
Our tasks for Fairfax County regarding the review and assessment of the Ricondo Report and the MWAA
noise contour update process included the following:





Determine if it follows standard industry practices for determining airport noise contour maps;
Advise the County on potential amendments to its Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance;
Provide guidance as to how these noise contours and the approach used by Ricondo compare to
a standard FAA Part 150 study or update; and
Provide an understanding of airports like Dulles International and their approaches to developing
noise contours and the information/recommendations they provide to affected localities.

The attached report provides our findings, analysis and recommendations to the County as a result. Our
perspective on these issues are based on our experience and expertise as airport planning professionals
working with both airports and local communities to find informed, balanced, airport‐compatible land use
plans. We respect the work of Ricondo, and their team of experts who prepared the Report, and the
foresight of MWAA to engage in this process with the County. Our assessment for the County is intended
to inform, advise and guide decision makers as they consider the information provided by MWAA and
how to best apply it to future land use planning in the County.
The following is a brief summary of our findings from the review and assessment of the Ricondo Report.
Johnson Aviation, Inc. | 6524 Deerbrook Road, Oak Park, CA 91377
+1 (818) 606-3560 | www.jacair.com

Review and Assessment of Dulles International Airport Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update
Fairfax County Virginia
March 15, 2020
Page 2

Summary of Findings
















The approach, methodology and assumptions used in developing the inputs for the Aviation
Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) noise model and the generation of the Annual Service Volume
(ASV) contours for Dulles International Airport appear to be well‐documented and consistent with
FAA regulatory guidance.
The current development of Ultimate ASV noise contours is intended to be generally consistent
with the original methodology used to set the land use planning boundaries for Dulles
International while accounting for changes in key noise factors including aircraft fleet mix and GPS
navigation procedures.
The development and use of ASV contours, based on the ultimate operational capacity of an
airport’s master‐planned runways, is an exception in the U.S. that is followed by only two Large
Hub airports built on green field sites, like Dulles International.
Most Large Hub airports use the FAA’s Part 150 Noise Study process, which is a much shorter
planning horizon and based on operational demand for an airport’s runways, to identify affected
communities and land uses for the application of aircraft noise mitigation measures.
We know of five large hub airports, including IAD, that actively pursue land use planning and/or
residential notifications to the 60 DNL noise contour level. These airports include Dulles
International Airport, Denver International Airport, Minneapolis‐St. Paul International Airport,
Orlando International Airport, and Portland International Airport. It is important to note that
Denver is the only other known large hub airport that uses an ASV contour for land use planning.
The Denver and Minneapolis airports are discussed in detail within our report.
The ultimate operational capacity of the existing four runways at Dulles International is well
beyond the reasonably foreseeable projected demand for aircraft operations for the next 60 to
75 years.
The ultimate operational capacity of the planned addition of a fifth runway at Dulles International
is well beyond the reasonably foreseeable projected demand for aircraft operations over the next
80 to 90 years.
GPS navigation accuracy and air traffic control procedures used for aircraft arrivals and departures
have the potential to reduce flight path dispersion over Fairfax County and could increase
perceived impacts by some people and reduce perceived impacts by other people. This may be
of particular interest to communities south and east of the Airport where it is anticipated that
arrival flight path dispersion will decrease with the increased use of GPS.

The County established reasonable airport compatible land use controls through the adoption of its
Airport Noise Policy and Airport Noise Impact Overlay District (ANIOD) using the long‐range noise contours
developed in 1993 that assumed 740,000 annual operations or approximately 2,027 average annual day
(AAD) operations. This level of operations is over 2.5 times the 806 AAD operations in 2017 and is
adequate to accommodate Dulles International projected demand for the next 60 years.
There have been changes from the original assumptions used in the 1993 Part 150 noise analysis and
contours. The location of the newest Runway 1L/19R is further west than originally planned to allow for
triple simultaneous approaches during Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) conditions when needed. Air traffic
control procedures have changed and are expected to continue to evolve as noted in the Ricondo report.
Johnson Aviation, Inc. | 6524 Deerbrook Road, Oak Park, CA 91377
+1 (818) 606-3560 | www.jacair.com
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In addition, the aircraft fleet mix will continue to evolve and change over time based on the travel patterns
and destinations of the passengers served. Continuous research is also taking place by airplane and engine
manufacturers to further reduce noise from the aircraft they build. Airlines are investing in these quieter
and more efficient aircraft while working with the FAA and local communities that they serve to fly them
in a manner that reduces noise impacts on those local communities. With these ever‐changing conditions,
it is important to know the ASV contours are meant to be a guide of where potential noise impacts may
exist in the future; they are not meant to be a definitive location of future noise impacts or potential noise
complaints.
Based on the findings of this review and assessment and our experience with airport compatible land use
planning, we recommend that the County focus on the reasonably foreseeable potential noise and
overflight impacts of Dulles International aircraft operations. We offer the following recommendations
to help guide the County’s airport compatible land use planning.
Recommendations:
Recommendation 1 – Using the ultimate ASV contours as a guide for land use planning, concentrate on
the Ultimate 65 DNL contour and apply the County’s existing Noise Level Reduction (NLR) criteria for new
residential construction to that area. While the ASV contours are based on an operational capacity
projection far into the future and would not likely be achieved in the typical 20‐30 year planning time
frame, the ultimate 65 DNL contour could be used as guidance since it accounts for any potential increase
in the actual 65 DNL noise contour up to and beyond a 30‐year timeframe in projected aircraft operations
growth at Dulles International.
Recommendation 2 – Undertake a GIS‐based analysis using the Ultimate ASV area between the 60 DNL
and 65 DNL contours to assess the amount of potential residential land uses that would be newly impacted
and those areas which may no longer be located within the 60‐65 DNL impact areas and consider changes
to land use policies that permit residential uses in those areas, balancing potential noise impacts with
other county goals such as economic development and placemaking.
Recommendation 3 – Consider establishing noise notification guidelines for concentrated overflight areas
within the Ultimate 60 to 65 DNL noise contours to ensure the County has adequately provided notice to
future residents that they are moving into an area located in close proximity to a major international
airport and may be impacted by aircraft noise and overflights. The guidance provided for residential
development in Land Unit J is consistent with guidelines adopted by other jurisdictions and can be used
as a model as it has largely addressed the issue.
Recommendation 4 – Work with MWAA to study and recommend nighttime (10 p.m. through 6:59 a.m.)
noise abatement procedures and a preferential runway use program should MWAA move forward with
increased nighttime cargo activity and/or increased scheduling of nighttime passenger flights at IAD as
discussed in the MWAA report.

Johnson Aviation, Inc. | 6524 Deerbrook Road, Oak Park, CA 91377
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We look forward to discussing this review and our findings and recommendations with the County
planning staff and County decision makers.
Sincerely,

Nick Johnson
Johnson Aviation, Inc.
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1. Peer Review of Ricondo Report
The primary purpose of this report is to provide Fairfax County with a review and assessment of the Dulles
International Airport (IAD, Dulles International or Airport), Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update prepared
by Ricondo & Associates, with Harris, Miller, Miller, & Hanson (Report or Ricondo Report), for the Planning
Department of Metropolitan Washington Airport Authority (MWAA)1. This peer review includes:




An examination of the approach, methodology and assumptions used in developing the inputs for
the Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT)2 and generation of long‐range noise contours,
called the Ultimate Conditions Noise Contours; and
An assessment of the process to derive the Ultimate Conditions Noise Contours by way of a noise
contour composite process using contours for three different runway and airfield configurations.

The approach of using annual service volume (ASV) capacity of an airport’s runways to establish long term
noise contours for compatible land use planning is unique to only two large hub airports in the United
States. Denver International Airport and Dulles International are the only two “green field” large hub
airports developed in the U.S. in the last 60 years. All other large hub airports have grown with the
increase in demand for air service while the communities around those airports have grown in around
them. Quieter aircraft and billions of dollars in noise mitigation have combined over time to reduce the
number of people impacted by aircraft noise while the number of aircraft operations have increased
dramatically. However, the problem of community aircraft noise impacts is far from eliminated and this
spending by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and local communities will continue.
Given the lack of similar examples against which to compare, this review focuses on the documented
approach, methodology and assumptions in the Ricondo Report to assess the validity of the results and
the applicability to compatible land use planning in Fairfax County. We have found that the approach,
methodology and assumptions used in developing the inputs for the AEDT3 noise model and the
generation of ASV contours for Dulles International Airport appear to be well‐documented and accurate
for its long range planning and surrounding land use policy purposes. The Ricondo team’s work appears
to be consistent with aviation industry standards for aircraft noise modeling.
The Report includes more aircraft operations, a larger aircraft fleet mix, more night operations and runway
utilization that differ from the current operations and show the expected growth, and ultimate capacity
of a future airfield. These assumptions also differ from the original assumptions used to create the 1993
Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 150 analysis and long‐range noise contours that are incorporated
into the County’s existing Airport Noise Impact Overlay District (ANIOD)4. The differing assumptions take
into account the revised location of Runway 1L/19R, to allow triple simultaneous approaches, and changes
in air traffic control technology that allow more operations to use the Airport. Each of these factors
contribute to changes in the size of the noise contours and their shape over the surrounding airport
1
Ricondo & Associates, Inc., Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, Inc., Washington Dulles International Airport Aircraft
Noise Contour Map Update, May 2019.
2
Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) Version 2d released September 26, 2017 by the FAA was the most
recent regulatory version of the model at the time of the Ricondo Study. Since this date, the FAA has released four
updates to the AEDT model. The latest is Version 3c released March 6, 2020. FAA requires that all noise and air
quality analysis use the latest version of AEDT at the time the “environmental analysis process is underway.”
3
Federal Aviation Administration, https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/apl/research/models/aedt/
4
Fairfax County, Virginia, Zoning Ordinance, Airport Noise Impact Overlay District, Section 7‐400.
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environment. The County will need to weigh these factors as it decides the best approach for future
airport compatible land use planning.

1.1

MWAA Inputs to AEDT for Ultimate Conditions Contours

The Ricondo report and analysis relies on available IAD Airport facilities and operations information from
2017. This includes existing airport capital improvement plans, flight procedures, aircraft fleet mix and
runway utilization. Assumptions about likely changes to each of these parameters are presented and
justified in the Report. The time horizon for these changes are projected to occur over more than 80 years
and are well beyond a reasonably foreseeable forecast. For perspective, the time period considered is far
enough out that it is reasonable to assume that new aircraft would come and go in the fleet over this long
time period. It is impossible to know the exact noise profile of these projected future aircraft operations,
but it is reasonable to assume that current technology engine and airframe noise is a conservative
estimate for planning purposes. This planning is using noise analysis in the FAA’s AEDT model of known
aircraft in the fleet today and their flight and noise characteristics.

1.1.1 Increased Aircraft Operations
The total number of aircraft operations is projected to increase significantly from 2017 actual operations
and from the 1993 projected ultimate capacity. Table 1.1 provides a comparison of the 1993 five—runway
ASV, the current Four‐Runway ASV and current Five‐Runway ASV relative to the 2017 actual aircraft
operations. This comparison shows that the existing airfield is unconstrained from future growth with the
existing four runways. This capacity can be expanded even further with the addition of a fifth runway.

Total Operations
AAD Operations
Increase over 2017

Table 1.1
Aircraft Operations Comparison
1993 Original
2017 Actual
Five‐Runway ASV Four‐Runway ASV
294,190
740,000
900,000
806
2,027
2,466
‐
251%
306%

Five‐Runway ASV
1,004,000
2,751
341%

1.1.2 Larger Aircraft Fleet Mix
Airlines are retiring older, noisier and less efficient aircraft at a rapid pace. These changes are reflected
in the future fleet mix assumed as part of the ASV and associated noise analysis for Dulles International.
Table 1.2 provides a comparison of the broad categories of aircraft sizes. The most substantial change in
aircraft numbers is in the Large Jet category. In 2017 there were 542 AAD operations that are projected
to grow to 1,820 AAD operations in the four‐runway case and 2,033 AAD operations in the five‐runway
case.

Johnson Aviation Consulting
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Aircraft Category
Super Heavy Jet
Heavy Jet
Large Jet
Small Jet
Turbine Propeller
Piston Propeller
Total

Table 1.2
Aircraft Size Category Comparison
2017 AAD
Four‐Runway ASV
1%
1%
10%
12%
67%
74%
13%
7%
8%
7%
1%
0%
100%
100%

Five‐Runway ASV
1%
12%
74%
7%
7%
0%
100%

1.1.3 Additional Night Operations
A major assumption included in the noise contour analysis is the addition of 24 nighttime cargo operations
and 208 nighttime passenger operations. These 232 total additional nighttime operations are added to
reflect MWAA’s understanding of the cargo potential at IAD and the growing international passenger hub
status over time. Additional nighttime operations between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. would significantly add to
the total noise impact given the 10 dBA penalty added to each nighttime operation when calculating DNL.

1.1.4 Changes in Runway Utilization
Assumptions about the redistribution of aircraft making use of each available runway by time of day has
a significant impact on the size and shape of the resulting noise contours. Table 1.3 compares the existing
number of AAD operations in north flow versus south flow and split between day and night to each of the
four runway and five runway scenarios. While Table 1.3 gives the AAD comparative numbers, the Ricondo
Report shows the runway utilization as if the airport were operated in one direction for an entire day.
This presents a worst‐case level of operations for a single location near the airport.

Johnson Aviation Consulting
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Table 1.3
Runway Operating Configuration Comparison ‐ Average Annual Day (AAD)
AAD Share
AAD Operations
2017 Configuration
Day
Night
Total
Day
Night
Total
North Flow
404
67
471
50%
8%
58%
South Flow
284
51
335
35%
6%
42%
Total
688
118
806
85%
15%
100%

Four‐Runway Configuration
North Flow
South Flow
Total

Five‐Runway Configuration
North Flow
South Flow
Total

Day
1,184
986
2,170

AAD Operations
Night
173
123
296

Day
1,320
1,100
2,421

AAD Operations
Night
193
138
330

AAD Share
Night
Total
7%
55%
5%
45%
12%
100%

Total
1,356
1,110
2,466

Day
48%
40%
88%

Total
1,513
1,238
2,751

AAD Share
Day
Night
Total
48%
7%
55%
40%
5%
45%
88%
12%
100%

Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, Inc., Washington Dulles International Airport Aircraft
Noise Contour Map Update, May 2019.

To focus on the specific potential change in aircraft operations to Fairfax County, it is easiest to review
the proposed change associated with each runway. The Ricondo Report provides a mix of percentage use
by runway end by configuration (north flow or south flow). These operations are further split by Day (7
a.m. to 10 p.m.) and Night (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.). Figure 1.1 depicts the flows of AAD operations that would
overfly areas of Fairfax County on arrivals in north flow. Table 1.4 through Table 1.8 correspond to Figure
1.1 and enumerate the change in AAD arrival operations that would overfly areas of Fairfax County.
Together, Figure 1.1 and Tables 1.4 through 1.8 show that the runway utilization will change dramatically
from the existing operation when measured in the change to actual AAD aircraft overflights.
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Runway 1C/19C

Fairfax County

Runway 1R/19L

Runway 1L/19R

Figure 1.1: Proposed Changes in Runway Utilization Directly Impacting Fairfax County (See Tables)

See Table 1.7

See Table 1.8

See Table 1.6
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Table 1.4
Existing Runway 1R AAD Arrival Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
Configuration
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Arrivals North Flow
209
431
482
Total Arrivals (Half of AAD Total)
403
1,233
1,375
Arrival Runway Use Percentage
51.9%
35.0%
35.1%

Five‐Runway
b*
482
1,375
35.1%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.

Table 1.5
Existing Runway 1C AAD Arrival Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
Configuration
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Arrivals North Flow
178
408
468
Total Arrivals (Half of AAD Total)
403
1,233
1,375
Arrival Runway Use Percentage
44.2%
33.1%
34.0%

Five‐Runway
b*
455
1,375
33.1%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.

Table 1.6
Existing Runway 1L AAD Arrival Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
Configuration
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Arrivals North Flow
8
371
400
Total Arrivals (Half of AAD Total)
403
1,233
1,375
Arrival Runway Use Percentage
2.0%
30.1%
29.1%

Five‐Runway
b*
400
1,375
29.1%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.

Table 1.7
Existing Runway 30 AAD Arrival Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
Configuration
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Arrivals North Flow
8
22
12
Total Arrivals (Half of AAD Total)
403
1,233
1,375
Arrival Runway Use Percentage
2.0%
1.8%
0.9%

Five‐Runway
b*
25
1,375
1.8%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.

Table 1.8
Future Runway 30L AAD Arrival Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
Configuration
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Arrivals North Flow
0
0
12
Total Arrivals (Half of AAD Total)
403
1,233
1,375
Arrival Runway Use Percentage
0.0%
0.0%
0.9%

Five‐Runway
b*
12
1,375
0.9%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.
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Figure 1.2 provides similar overflight comparison information for departure operations in south flow over
areas of Fairfax County. Table 1.9 through Table 1.13 correspond to Figure 1.2 and enumerate the change
in AAD departure operations that would overfly areas of Fairfax County. Together, Figure 1.2 and Tables
1.9 through 1.13 show that the runway utilization on Runways 19L and 19R will change substantially from
the existing operation when measured in the change to actual AAD aircraft overflights. Runway 19R and
the crosswind runways use would have little change from their current use.

Runway 1C/19C

Fairfax County

Runway 1R/19L

Runway 1L/19R

Figure 1.2: Proposed Changes in Runway Utilization Directly Impacting Fairfax County (See Tables)

See Table 1.12

See Table 1.13

See Table 1.11
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Table 1.9
Existing Runway 19L AAD Departure Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
Configuration
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Departures South Flow
111
454
265
403
1,233
1,375
Total Departures (Half of AAD Total)
27.5%
36.8%
19.3%
Departure Runway Use Percentage

Five‐Runway
b*
265
1,375
19.3%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.

Table 1.10
Existing Runway 19C AAD Departure Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
Configuration
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Departures South Flow
31
121
42
403
1,233
1,375
Total Departures (Half of AAD Total)
7.7%
9.8%
3.1%
Departure Runway Use Percentage

Five‐Runway
b*
27
1,375
2.0%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.

Table 1.11
Existing Runway 19R AAD Departure Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Configuration
Departures South Flow
0
15
0
403
1,233
1,375
Total Departures (Half of AAD Total)
0.0%
1.2%
0.0%
Departure Runway Use Percentage

Five‐Runway
b*
0
1,375
0.0%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.

Table 1.12
Existing Runway 12 AAD Departure Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
Configuration
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Departures South Flow
0
0
0
403
1,233
1,375
Total Departures (Half of AAD Total)
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
Departure Runway Use Percentage

Five‐Runway
b*
0
1,375
0.0%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.

Table 1.13
Future Runway 12R AAD Departure Operations Change of Use
Existing
Five‐Runway
Configuration
(2017)
Four‐Runway
a*
Departures South Flow
0
0
0
403
1,233
1,375
Total Departures (Half of AAD Total)
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
Departure Runway Use Percentage

Five‐Runway
b*
0
1,375
0.0%

*Two different runway use scenarios were studied by Ricondo for the five‐runway analysis. “Five‐Runway a” assumes cargo development in
the southeast quadrant of the Airport and “Five‐Runway b” assumes cargo development in the south quadrant.
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1.2

Resulting Changes to Composite Noise Contours

The Ricondo Report provides updated composite noise contours based on the changes in airport facilities,
operations, flight procedures, aircraft fleet mix and runway utilization. A composite noise contour is
developed from each of the three future operating scenarios. These scenarios include: 1) a four‐runway
case; 2) a five‐runway case with new southeast cargo facilities; and 3) a five‐runway case with new south
cargo facilities. The changes in cargo facility locations adjust the preferential nighttime runway use by
future cargo aircraft. The FAA’s AEDT noise model assess aircraft operations and noise for each of these
scenarios individually. Once the three scenarios are modeled, a composite contour for the 65 DNL and 60
DNL areas was created graphically by connecting the largest portions of each contour. Figure 1.3 is a slide
depicting the Noise Modeling Process followed by Ricondo. Note that the “AEDT Baseline Model” for
2017 was not included in the Ricondo Report, or as part of the Working Group or public involvement
processes.
Figure 1.3: MWAA Ultimate Conditions Noise Contours Development Process

Not disclosed for
comparison
Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, Inc., Washington Dulles International Airport Aircraft Noise
Contour Map Update, Appendix B – Public Outreach and Input, May 2019.

Figure 1.4 depicts the Ultimate Conditions 65 DNL Noise Contour with each of the three airfield
configuration contours shown together. The two five‐runway scenarios are unlikely to coexist, so this
approach protects for either future by creating a “worst‐case” Ultimate Condition.
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Figure 1.4: Ultimate Conditions – Noise Contour Composite Process (Exhibit 5‐16, Ricondo Report)

Figures 1.5 depicts the areas of change within Fairfax County in the 65 DNL Ultimate noise contour as
compared to the existing Airport Noise Impact Overlay District (ANIOD). Figure 1.6 depicts the same
comparison within the 60 DNL Ultimate noise contour. These are helpful comparisons to see the areas of
the County that might be affected by a change to the ANIOD as a result of adopting this Ultimate Condition
noise contour. However, the Report does not disclose the “AEDT Baseline Contour” comparison to fully
understand and visualize the size difference between today’s contour (baseline) and the Ultimate Noise
Contour.
Johnson Aviation Consulting
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Figure 1.5: 65 DNL Ultimate Noise Contour Changes from Fairfax County ANIOD

Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, Inc., Washington Dulles International Airport Aircraft Noise
Contour Map Update, Appendix A – 6th Working Group Briefing, January 2019.

Figure 1.6: 60 DNL Ultimate Noise Contour Changes from Fairfax County ANIOD

Source: Ricondo & Associates, Inc., Harris Miller Miller & Hanson, Inc., Washington Dulles International Airport Aircraft Noise
Contour Map Update, Appendix A – 6th Working Group Briefing, January 2019.
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2. Overview of Aircraft Noise
This section provides an overview of the airport compatible land use planning process to provide
background and context for the approach to establishing the Dulles International Ultimate Noise Contours
as compared to the FAA’s Part 150 noise study process.

2.1

Roles and Responsibilities

There are many stakeholders when addressing aircraft noise, each with specific responsibilities. While
each individual stakeholder may not have the capacity to fully address noise concerns on their own, the
combined efforts of all stakeholders can result in a successful airport noise compatibility plan. The primary
stakeholders are:








Federal Government
Airport Proprietor
State and Local Government and Planning Agencies
Aircraft Operators
Residents and Prospective Residents
Business Owners
Land Developers

2.1.1 Federal Government
The primary goal of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is to provide oversight and set regulatory
guidance and rules regarding aircraft development and operations. The FAA 1976 Aviation Noise
Abatement Policy specifically described their role in aviation noise as follows:




Sets noise level requirements for newly certified aircraft
Provide funding for, and approval of, noise compatibility planning (when appropriate and/or
when funds available)
Manage the air traffic control and airspace system

In 1979 the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act (ASNA) was enacted to provide for noise
compatibility programs. The FAA was given the authority to implement and administer the act and
required the establishment of a single system for measuring aircraft noise, determining the extent of noise
exposure, and identifying compatible and non‐compatible land uses with different noise levels.
While noise compatibility planning is voluntary, many airports choose to participate in those planning
programs to reduce noise impacts from an airport’s operations. The FAA established the FAR Part 150
regulation to govern the technical aspects of aircraft noise analysis and public participation process for
preparing noise compatibility plans. Airports that follow the FAR Part 150 process are assured of the
FAA’s cooperation and become eligible for Federal funding assistance for approved mitigation programs.
FAR Part 150 is the only avenue for noise reduction for many airports, who unlike Dulles Airport, were not
developed from a green field site and have always had noncompatible land uses in the immediate vicinity
of the airport. Dulles is in a unique position that is envied by most airports in that they were able to
establish effective land use controls many years ago that most airports do not have the opportunity to
pursue.
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2.1.2 Airport Proprietors
While the FAA may establish the framework for noise abatement and mitigation programs, it is the airport
proprietor that is the driving force behind the development of these programs. As mentioned previously,
these are strictly voluntary programs. There may be programs in place that are mandated by
intergovernmental agreements, but there are no federal requirements that an airport undertake noise
compatibility planning. The role of the airport proprietor in aviation noise can be described as planning
and implementing actions that are designed to reduce the adverse effects of noise on residents of the
surrounding area. This can be accomplished via:





Improvements in airport design
Noise abatement ground procedures
Land acquisition
Restrictions on airport use (must meet Federal guidelines)

The general goals of noise compatibility planning are to reduce existing noise levels, reduce noise sensitive
land uses near the airport, and to mitigate adverse impacts where feasible.

2.1.3 State and Local Government and Planning Agencies
While airport proprietors are the driving force behind airport noise compatibility planning programs, the
state and local governments and planning agencies play a large part in the success of those programs.
Airports help establish the parameters of the programs and local jurisdictions implement land use and
zoning recommendations. Local jurisdictions are the ones responsible for planning the land uses around
an airport in a manner that is compatible with airport and aircraft operations. This can be difficult as noise
compatible land uses may not be the best revenue producers for the jurisdictions or allow them to
continue growing their community.

2.1.4 Aircraft Operators
Aircraft operators are the source of aircraft noise and a key stakeholder in the success of a noise
compatibility planning program. Aircraft operators’ primary tasks are to fly quieter aircraft and to fly
responsibly. Safety is first and foremost, but there are ways aircraft operators can significantly contribute
to noise reduction. These include:





Use industry recommended noise abatement procedures
Use preferred noise abatement runways
Follow airport’s published noise abatement procedures
Follow noise abatement flight tracks

It is always important to know the pilot in command has sole responsibility for the safe operation of his
or her aircraft. This responsibility allows them to deviate from noise abatement procedures/programs
when deemed necessary for safety reasons.
Associated with aircraft operators are aviation system users that pay for the entire aviation system,
including the adverse effects of noise. They finance airport development, maintenance, and the cost of
noise‐reducing measures, such as:



New quieter aircraft
Research and development into noise reducing technologies
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Planning and land use compatibility studies
Land acquisition and sound insulation programs
Ground runup enclosures

System users include passengers, air cargo operators, general aviation pilots, corporate aviation, and flight
schools.

2.1.5 Residents and Prospective Residents
Residents are often the stakeholder that endures the brunt of aviation noise impacts, but they also have
responsibilities in a successful aircraft noise compatibility planning program. Current residents should
seek to understand the noise problem and what can be done to minimize its effects. Annoyance with
aircraft noise is subjective; what may bother one neighbor may not bother another. Current residents
should realize that everybody responds to noise differently and reducing the noise level may not eliminate
their annoyance. Prospective residents should also make themselves aware of the potential effects of
aircraft noise on their future quality of life and act accordingly. Too often residents move into areas
already impacted by aircraft noise only to be immediately bothered by that noise and complain to their
local jurisdiction or airport for relief.

2.2

Regulatory Framework

There are both federal and state laws that address noise standards. Federal law sets aircraft noise
standards, but also prescribes operating rules, establishes the planning process, and sets limits on the
airport proprietor’s ability to restrict aircraft operations. State laws typically set forth compatibility
planning guidelines and noise standards, while exempting aircraft in flight. Local noise ordinances may
also set noise standards and provide for compatible land use planning, but they also exempt aircraft in
flight. State and local regulations exempt aircraft in flight from noise standards because federal law
preempts state and local regulations and the airspace is controlled by the FAA, a federal agency.
Noise planning is a crucial part of all planning processes an airport may undertake. Master plans and
environmental documents must consider 21 environmental categories when evaluating development
plans at an airport, including noise. These planning documents typically look at the existing noise
condition as well as a future noise condition, typically 20 years, with and without project implementation.
The longer timeframe under analysis is necessary due to the extended implementation schedule typically
associated with airport development projects. These documents may also include a full build‐out contour
that predicts the annual service volume (ASV) with all planned runways operational and fully used; these
types of full build‐out contours may also be included in stand‐alone documents. The primary purpose of
ASV contours is for land use planning and are most commonly found at green field sites where the goal is
to prevent encroachment of non‐compatible land uses as the new airport develops. Developing land use
plans with the aid of ASV contours is a luxury that most airports in the country do not have due to the
airport sites being developed in densely populated and developed locations. This long‐term development
planning, like that existing for Fairfax County, allows the jurisdiction to effectively mitigate the potential
for future noncompatible land uses, which in turn benefits the residents by limiting residential
development in potentially high noise areas.
Because noise is a topic of immense public interest, there also exists a process that only looks at aircraft
noise impacts. This study is commonly referred to as a FAR Part 150 study. The Part 150 study is based
on an FAA regulation known as 14 CFR Part 150 ‐ Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. 14 CFR Part 150
Johnson Aviation Consulting
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identifies aircraft noise metrics and the methodology to be used in assessing aircraft noise exposure, as
well as acceptable noise abatement/mitigation programs to be considered for addressing noise concerns.
FAR Part 150 studies typically evaluate noise conditions for the existing condition (year of submittal), and
for a future year (five years from submittal). This shorter timeframe, compared to the 20 – 30‐year
timeframe considered in planning documents, is due to FAA’s guidance for airport’s to develop mitigation
programs that can be funded and implemented in the timeframe of the study analysis (typically five years).
All planning documents developed under FAA guidelines, including FAR Part 150 studies, are required to
use the Day‐Night Average Sound Level (DNL) for all noise analyses. This metric describes the noise dose
for a 24‐hour period, providing an additional weighting factor (+10dB) for each nighttime (10:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m.) arrival or departure. This additional weighting factor equates one nighttime operation to ten
daytime operations. Residents are often more sensitive to aircraft operations during the nighttime hours
due to generally lower ambient noise levels. This additional weighting factor is meant to adjust noise
levels to account for this increased sensitivity. DNL is often difficult for residents to understand because
it is a weighted average of sound over a 24‐hour period. Even though it is misunderstood, it has been
scientifically shown to correlate well with community annoyance.
Noise exposure can be quantified by either measurements or modeling. Measuring sound levels can tell
us the sound levels at a specific location for the time period measurements were made, provide a
historical record of the sound levels at a specific location, and identify historical trends. Measurement of
noise levels cannot predict future noise levels. Modeling of sound can tell us the sound levels over broad
geographic areas, produce a historic record, and most importantly – be predictive in showing expected
trends. Most noise levels for noise compatibility planning efforts is quantified through modeling efforts
as stipulated in FAA guidelines. The FAA also stipulates the process that all noise contour development
must follow and mandates that all contours must be produced using the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool (AEDT). This process ensures consistency in contour development so that FAA compatibility
guidelines are applied consistently across the country.

2.2.1 FAR Part 150 Noise Exposure Maps
FAR Part 150 produce two noise exposure maps (NEMs), an existing conditions contour and a forecast
condition contour five years in the future. The 65, 70, and 75 DNL contours are the only contours required
by the FAA for inclusion in the FAR Part 150 Study; and are also the only ones accepted by the FAA for
official certification of NEMs. The existing and future conditions noise exposure maps are overlaid on a
land use map to identify areas of existing and future incompatible land use. Depending on past planning
efforts, airports may produce and include maps that include DNL contours below 65 DNL, and for longer
time periods than five years. It is important to note that these additional maps are not common in FAR
Part 150 studies and are not reviewed for acceptance by the FAA; they are used for informational purposes
only and local planning efforts.
Forecasts for the five‐year NEM are typically based on the Terminal Area Forecast, which is developed by
the FAA and published on a yearly basis. Once an airport participates in the Part 150 program, they are
expected to update their NEMs every five years or when changes in the operation of the airport would
create new, significant incompatible land use. A significant change in noise to warrant a new NEM is
considered to be an increase in DNL of 1.5 dBA for incompatible land uses within the 65 DNL. Once an
NEM has been published, no new incompatible development within the 65 DNL will be considered eligible
for federal funding participation of sound mitigation unless it can be shown that:
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A significant change in the type or frequency of aircraft operations at the airport
A significant change in the airport layout
A significant change in the flight patterns
A significant increase in nighttime operations occurred after acquiring the property in question

It is important to note that due process of notice of the availability of the NEMs can be as simple as
publishing a notice of the existence of the NEMs in a newspaper of general circulation in the area.

2.2.2 Off‐Airport Land Use Compatibility Planning
The issue of aviation related noise and its impact on people continues to be a controversial topic in the
vicinity of our nation’s airports. Airports and communities throughout the United States are constantly
concerned by the encroachment of land uses that are not compatible with levels of sound generally
associated with ground and flight operations of aircraft. In response to the increasing concerns of these
incompatible land uses, airports, working through local units of government, have initiated land use
management actions to facilitate the compatibility of development occurring in the airport environs
across the United States.
The following, taken primarily from the September, 1999 report Land Use Compatibility and Airports
prepared by the FAA, presents the FAA actions related to land use planning.
“While the FAA can provide assistance and funding to encourage compatible land development
around airports, it has no regulatory authority for controlling land uses that would protect airport
capacity. The FAA recognizes that state and local governments are responsible for land use
planning, zoning and regulation, including that necessary to provide land use compatibility with
airport operations.
However, pursuant to the Federal Airport and Airway Development Act, as a condition precedent
to approval of an FAA‐funded airport development project, the airport sponsor must provide the
FAA with written assurances that ”…appropriate action, including the adoption of zoning laws
have been or will be taken, to the extent reasonable, to restrict the use of land adjacent to or in
the immediate vicinity of the airport to activities and purposes compatible with normal airport
operations including the landing and takeoff of aircraft…”
FAA has required the phasing out of noisy Stage 1 and Stage 2 aircraft, consequently the aviation
industry has spent substantial monies to meet this requirement. To assist in the compatible land
use efforts, the FAA, local airport sponsors, and state aviation agencies have expended significant
funds related to airport planning and off‐airport noise and land use compatibility planning
throughout the United States.
Airport master plans have been prepared to identify the near‐term and long‐range projections for
airport activity and the development necessary to meet these activity demands. In addition, noise
and land use studies (FAR Part 150 studies) have been conducted to evaluate ways to minimize
impacts of aircraft noise, and the FAA and airport sponsors have financed land acquisitions and
other noise compatibility measures throughout the United States.”
The FAA has developed land use guidelines that relate the compatibility of aircraft activity to areas
surrounding an Airport. These guidelines, provided in Figure 2.1, identify land use activities that generally
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considered acceptable within the 65, 70 and 75 DNL contours. FAA guidance indicates that virtually all
land uses below 65 DNL are compatible with the effects of aircraft noise. This guideline was established
by the FAA in 1976 and represents a level above which aircraft noise "create[s] a significant annoyance
for most residents.” These noise thresholds were developed using a dose‐response curve created in the
1970's known as the "Schultz Curve." Based on the data available at the time, the Schultz Curve provided
a useful method for representing the community response to noise based on annoyance.
In 1992, the Federal Interagency Commission on Noise (FICON) reviewed all relevant information related
to noise annoyance, including an updated Schultz curve. As stated in the 1992 FICON report, the DNL
annoyance relationship depicted on the Schultz curve "is an invaluable aid in assessing community
response as it relates the response to increases in both sound intensity and frequency of occurrence.
Although the predicted annoyance, in terms of absolute levels, may vary among different communities,
the Schultz curve can reliably indicate changes in the level of annoyance for defined ranges of sound
exposure for any given community." It is important to note that the FAA does allow local land use planning
agencies to adopt a lower compatibility level that may be more stringent than FAA guidelines.
Attention is focused on areas within the 65+ DNL because the FAA considers these to be the areas
significantly exposed to noise and is the limit FAA uses for eligibility of federal funds for noise mitigation
measures. It is recognized, however, that noise does not stop at the 65 DNL contour and is heard by those
located near approach, departure, and training corridors. Thus, the FAA encourages airport sponsors and
local governments to work together to establish land use controls within flight corridors and noise
exposure areas beyond the 65 DNL.
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Figure 2.1: FAR Part 150 Land Use Guidelines

Land use changes are classified into two categories: corrective changes and preventive changes.
Corrective changes occur primarily within the 65 DNL contour and involve changes to existing land uses.
Types of corrective land use changes include property acquisition and sound insulation of incompatible
noise sensitive structures. Preventive changes primarily occur outside the 65 DNL contour and are meant
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to continue compatibility of future development in the airport environs. Types of preventive changes
primarily include overlay zones and building codes.

2.2.3 Overlay Zones
One of the more effective tools for maintaining the compatibility of future development in the Airport
environs is the establishment of an overlay zone. An overlay zone creates one or more specialized zoning
districts that are intended to supplement the underlying jurisdictional zoning regulations. Regulations
associated with overlay zones could limit the development of noise sensitive uses; could require new
development to incorporate sound insulation into the design of buildings; could require some form of
publication (through avigation easement or notification, for example) advising future buyers as to the
existence of aircraft overflights and noise, and/or other measures. The determination as to which of the
controls should apply for any given situation is based on the extent of the noise exposure at the proposed
development site.

2.2.4 Building Codes
Building codes are established to regulate the construction of structures by setting the standards for
materials and construction techniques to protect the health and safety of future occupants of those
structures. Most building codes address items such as the structural elements of the building, as well as
the ventilation and insulation requirements. All three of these elements directly impact the sound
attenuation abilities of the structure. By establishing solid building codes, a municipality can ensure that
any new construction, or alterations to existing structures, can have sound attenuation properties built
into the building to ensure the building is compatible with noise for aircraft operations.

2.3

MWAA Approach Versus Industry Standards

Industry standards for noise compatibility planning is heavily reliant on FAA policy and guidance published
in various Federal Aviation Regulations. As mentioned previously, these can range from the industry
standard 14 CFR Part 150 regulation to planning activities conducted as part of Airport Master Plans or
Environmental Documents. Each serves a specific role, and each has a specific planning timeframe based
on that role.
14 CFR Part 150 is considered the primary standard for aircraft noise compatibility planning. The Part 150
Study analyzes all aspects of aircraft noise to determine the extent of noise impacts that exist, and what
noise abatement and mitigation programs can be implemented to address those impacts. The timeframe
covered in FAR Part 150 studies is relatively short when compared to Master Plans and other
environmental documents. The timeline includes a baseline noise condition and a future noise condition
(typically five years from date of submittal). These noise conditions are established in the regulation and
coincide with a timeframe the FAA considers reasonable for implementation of any approved programs.
Once an airport participates in a FAR Part 150 Study, they are expected to update their study every five
years, or sooner if conditions warrant. With the frequent updates, the FAA bases their approval of federal
funds for program implementation on that five‐year timeframe and what can reasonably be funded during
that time. Because of the short timeframe, the land use planning aspect of the Study places the greatest
emphasis on corrective land use measures (acquisition, sound attenuation, etc.) which are more under
the control of the airport proprietor to implement. Preventive land use measures (zoning, land use
designations, etc.) are also discussed in the Study, but typically have less of a focus placed on them due
to the extended timeframe it takes to implement and the fact that the airport proprietor has virtually no
control on the timeframe for implementation.
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Because land use planning typically has a long‐term horizon for full implementation, a longer study
timeframe is needed to accurately assess the future impacts to be addressed. Contours depicting 20 to
30 years in the future are standard in Master Planning and environmental documentation at airports.
These contours are based on predictions of future aircraft operations, fleet mix, and airfield configurations
based on forecasts prepared by the FAA, and sometimes adjusted for specific local conditions. The most
forward‐looking contour is known as the ASV contour and is based on absolute capacity of the airfield,
either existing airfield or the airfield at some point in the future with additional development. It is
common for ASV contours to be based on full build‐out of the airfield to show the worst‐case scenario for
noise impacts.
Deciding which contour is best for land use planning is open to much interpretation. Most airports would
consider the 20 to 30‐year timeframe as the best for land use planning. This typically coincides with
timeframes included in Comprehensive Plans or General Plans developed by jurisdictions. These airports
are in jurisdictions that are developed fully and any new development would be considered infill or
redevelopment. This scenario makes compatible land use planning much more difficult for all
stakeholders. Airports that are new, and on green field sites with little development in the vicinity of the
airport, may want to consider an ASV contour based on full build‐out of the airfield. This contour will be
the most likely to change over time, but provides the best‐case scenario for establishing land use
compatibility buffers that go a long way to insulate the airport proprietor and local jurisdictions from land
use compatibility concerns as the airport grows to meet demand.
Many tools have been used by the County in the execution of mitigating measures for flight path noise
mitigation and land use compatibility. As mentioned previously, land use management measures include
preventive (land use controls) and corrective (remedial) techniques. A review of County tools indicates
the overwhelming preference for preventive land use measures. These measures are most commonly
used to prevent the introduction of additional noise‐sensitive land uses within existing and future airport
noise contours. These measures are implemented by the local jurisdictions and have varying degrees of
mitigatory success depending on the strength with which they are observed. Those items having been
implemented in line with FAA recommendations include:









Comprehensive Plan ‐ The preparation and adoption of a comprehensive plan is a critical and
effective part of the process of ensuring land use compatibility for communities near airports.
Zoning Regulations ‐ The use of zoning to control development near airport facilities has realized
varied degrees of success. If put in place early enough, such as Fairfax County’s proactive Article
7 approach, zoning can be an effective tool to help eliminate or reduce land uses that are not
compatible under or near airport flight paths and overflight.
Subdivision Regulations ‐ Subdivision plat review procedures provide an opportunity for
jurisdictions to determine how and if a proposed subdivision design could contribute to the
incompatibility of environmental exposure (noise, fumes, particulates, vibration).
Building Codes ‐ While generally concerned with the functional or structural aspects of buildings
or structures, some building codes have special requirements for properties located in high noise
exposure areas, such as Fairfax County’s sound attenuation requirements.
Housing Codes ‐ Housing standards usually relate to the minimum that a home would have to
meet in order to be decent, safe, and sanitary. To some extent, and in combination with building
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codes and performance standards, housing codes may serve as a basis to mitigate noise impacts
to residential occupants.
Capital Improvement Program – The FY2019 to FY 2023 Capital Improvement Program is another
tool that may assist the County in realizing the goals, objectives, and recommendations of the
adopted Comprehensive Plan. This programming tool could be used in a cooperative manner to
encourage or discourage certain types of land development around airport facilities.
Zoning Ordinance Overlay – Fairfax County has adopted Airport Noise Impact Overlay District map
regulations in support of comprehensive plans and zoning decisions. Such maps show the location
and extent of existing and proposed development versus defined IAD noise contours.
Infrastructure Extensions ‐ Provision or extension of basic infrastructure elements such as water,
sewer, and roadways can significantly affect the extent and direction of growth and development.
Used in conjunction with Area comprehensive plans and the adopted noise contours can allow for
land uses to take place in areas that are compatible with aircraft overflight.
Growth Policies ‐ Some communities are developing comprehensive plans using the concept of
controlling growth in specific areas. Identification of airport flight paths, surrounding affected
areas, and Master Plan concepts, as part of growth policies planning is critical for successful
growth policies planning.
Transferable Development Rights (TDR)/Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) ‐ Both TDR and
PDR involve the relocation of development rights (through transfer or purchase) from one
location to another. Either mechanism has the potential to allow Fairfax County to either avoid
incompatible development or promote compatible development in specific noise‐impacted areas.
State Airport Zoning Regulations ‐ State statues such as Virginia § 15.2‐2294 “Airport safety
zoning” and § 15.2‐2295 “Aircraft noise attenuation features in buildings and structures within
airport noise zones” address airports in a variety of prescribed solutions that Fairfax County has
largely addressed.

2.3.1 Performance Standards
Within the existing Fairfax County planning, zoning, land use, and map documentation, many of the typical
general tools in above have been addressed and implemented to establish success over time. As the
pressure to develop available land increases within the context of the existing tools, the County should
further explore additional items to more fully incorporate performance zoning. Aviation specific
performance zoning can be used constructively to increase the value and productivity of the affected land.
The goal is to minimize the population affected by aircraft noise by introducing zoning that meets aviation
driven goals around IAD while still leaving land in private ownership, on the tax rolls, and as economically
productive as possible (highest and best use).
The County currently uses exterior to interior noise reduction as a criterion for housing in certain zones.
Examples typically include floor area ratio or ‘FAR’ (the ratio of building floor area to lot area), open space
ratio (the ratio of open space to overall site area), and livability space ratio (the ratio of non‐vehicular
space such as lawns or landscaping to total site area). These are often used to address specific site
impacts, from shading and open space quality to the size and placement of parking lots. An effective
performance zoning approach is typically selectively applied in certain districts, or else combined with
other zoning approaches, rather than implemented as a standalone practice. The effect of setting such
standards is that enforcement of the ordinance reasonably ensures the community will be developed in
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the fashion desired based upon these criteria, and it is left to the developer of the property to show how
the standards will be met.
Performance zoning could result in such standards being used as a measure of determining the noise level
in an arrival air corridor, for example. FAA policies address noise mitigation measures in conjunction with
"existing" and "potential new" incompatible development. The presence of these newly revised ultimate
buildout noise contours in the Report may make it possible to develop and implement performance noise
standards set in the local zoning ordinance. The key considerations for the County would include:




The underlying criteria;
The extent to which criteria are applied; and,
The locational requirements for development.

Performance zoning has the potential to require less administrative involvement, since variances, appeals
and re‐zonings are not necessary. It also gives more flexibility both to the County and to the developer,
allowing more of a range of land uses, if their impact is not negative as an externality and the aircraft
overflight is mitigated to the extent deemed necessary. There are advantages and limitations of
performance zoning and adoption of standards. The potential advantages include:












Conserves energy by limiting inappropriate site disturbance and reducing environmental
disturbance;
Ensures that a proposed use is appropriate for the specific character of a site, and can balance the
level of development that the site can accommodate with minimizing negative impacts on the
environment;
Promotes natural resource protection and can limit adverse impacts on neighboring properties;
Directs development to areas served by sewer and water service;
Establishes objective and quantifiable performance standards based on actual site conditions;
Performance zoning recognizes the carrying capacity of a site within the development process;
Provides the developer with the flexibility to respond to changing market conditions;
Encourages the development of wider range of housing types;
Reduces potential conflicts between incompatible land uses; and
Provides more discretion to the private sector in making decisions regarding the location of land
uses.

The following limitations are associated with the use of performance zoning:






Eliminates zoning districts and replaces them with performance standards. Such a significant
change can be challenging for a municipality;
Requires additional technical expertise and cost to evaluate and monitor than required under
conventional zoning;
Reduced effectiveness in municipalities that do not have public water and sewage facilities.
Without this infrastructure, there is little ability to build anything other than low‐density
developments on lots large enough to support on‐site water and sewer systems; and
Permits developers wide discretion in the types of housing that are permitted to be built, but may
be opposed by residents if the new dwellings are unlike other dwellings in the area.
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An example of aviation‐centric performance standards can be found in The State of Minnesota’s Airport
Compatibility Manual (Chapter 3: Compatible Airport Land Uses):






Is it tall enough to be hazardous to the navigation of aircraft? This would be determined by the
FAA’s height analysis process.
Would it interfere with electronic navigation aids? This would primarily apply to ground based
NAVAIDs closer to the airport and may not have any relevance for Fairfax County due to a lack of
proximity.
Would it cause a visual distraction to approaching aircraft? This may include glare intensive
commercial buildings, large advertising signs, blinking or flashing lights, etc.
Does it have the potential to attract wildlife such as birds? This can include food stocks such as
open grain fields, bodies of water, and other bird attractants.

Performance zoning is as challenging an idea as form based codes once were, but merits examination in
areas of Fairfax County where specific goals may be desired within aircraft overflight affected areas and
some flexibility may be afforded the developer to achieve the highest and best use.

2.3.2 Land Use Compatibility with Defined Noise Values
Considering the current Fairfax County policies, guidance, rules, and regulations regarding the promotion
or requirement to address aircraft overflight noise, the important perspective is that despite decades of
effort to reduce aircraft overflight noise, government has generally been unable to reduce, let alone
preclude a citizen from expressing dissatisfaction with aircraft overflight. The 2017 Area III
Comprehensive Plan section indirectly acknowledges this reality but leaves open the potential for updates
and recommendations that may be considered. The County currently states “…because recreation areas
cannot be screened from aircraft noise, in order to avoid exacerbating noise and land use conflicts and to
further the public health, safety and welfare, new residential development is not recommended in areas
with projected aircraft noise exposures exceeding DNL 60 dBA” (Source: Fairfax County Comprehensive
Plan, 2017 Edition, Area III, Area Plan Overview, Amended through 10‐16‐2018). In contrast, the Report
identifies “Appendix A of Title 14 Code of Federal Regulation Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility
Planning, provides land use compatibility guidelines as a function of DNL values. These guidelines identify
land uses that normally are compatible or incompatible with various levels of aircraft noise, and they
indicate that all land uses, including residential, are considered compatible with aircraft noise levels below
DNL 65 dBA” (Source: “Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update,” Ricondo/HMMH, Page 5‐2). The Report
further notes “Importantly, a line drawn on a map does not imply that a particular noise condition exists
on one side of that line and not on the other. DNL calculations are merely a means for comparing noise
effects, not for precisely defining them relative to specific parcels of land. Nevertheless, DNL contours
can be used to:




highlight an existing or potential aircraft noise problem that requires attention;
assist in the preparation of noise compatibility programs; and
provide guidance in the development of land use controls, such as zoning ordinances, subdivision
regulations, and building codes, to promote noise‐compatible development” (Source: “Aircraft
Noise Contour Map Update,” Ricondo/HMMH, Page C‐12).

The history of the DNL 65 dBA value as that being identified as the threshold of residential land use
compatibility is lengthy (dating back to 1964) and historically consistent in that the DNL 65 dBA threshold
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is overwhelmingly supported by the historical record and intensive technical re‐examinations of the
threshold. The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) published unsupported recommendations
for noise and land use compatibility in 1980 that describes potential noise interference within the DNL
55dBA – DNL 65 dBA range and identifies various residential uses within this range as compatible with
insulation to attenuate exterior volumes (Source: American National Standards Institute, "Sound Level
Descriptions for Determination of Compatible Land Use”, ANSI S3.23. 1980). The Raleigh‐Durham Airport
Authority went through a legal challenge by local homeowners in the early 1990’s and developed a model
noise ordinance addressing housing in the DNL 55 dBA to DNL 60 dBA contours to achieve noise level
reductions of 30 dBA and 35 dBA reductions in the DNL 60 dBA to DNL 65 dBA (Source: Airport Noise
Report, Volume 6, Number 3). An influencing factor in the subtext of aircraft noise annoyance analyses
and historic examinations of the DNL 65 dBA standard point to consideration of the background noise
levels experienced by potentially affected persons. This consideration emphasizes the difference in
perceived single event noise against the background noise of that environment. The higher the ambient
background noise levels, in an urbanized area with constant state background noise, the more justification
for a DNL 65 dBA threshold with the converse being true.
Fairfax County may seek to evaluate a geographic information system (GIS) driven cost/benefit analysis of
a DNL 65 dBA threshold versus a DNL 60 dBA threshold. Such an analysis would yield the opportunity
costs of the differences and quantify the policy choices in a manner not previously considered. The
important driver is to make a connection between policies and economic outcomes related to land use
and zoning decisions driven by long term aircraft overflight impacts. There are a number of economic
considerations and models that describe complex transportation impacts, job relocation, employment
multipliers and other fiscal concepts. However, accounting for a simple and less time‐consuming
approach can provide results valuable to policy makers. This information can establish how many
potential residences are left unbuilt, some approximation of fiscal impact that would be lost, or what
effect these assumptions have on utilities and infrastructure. There could also be a comparison between
those residence foregone and compatible uses that may be of a more productive nature in terms of net
fiscal dollars or infrastructure impacts. The ability to discern these finer points of local interest can add a
data driven dimension to the consideration of using DNL 60 dBA or DNL 65 dBA as an acceptable threshold
for residential development.
In summary, land use planning around Dulles International Airport is considered optimal and envied by
other airports because of the ability to effectively use the ASV contour. This approach was possible as
they are one of only two major international airports in the U.S. that started from a green field site with
little local development. The other airport that meets this criterion is Denver International Airport. Both
airports, and the surrounding jurisdictions, have taken similar approaches to land use planning and taken
advantage of the limited community development that existed at the time each airport was constructed.
This forward thinking has allowed a land use compatibility planning buffer to be established that most
other airports in the country strive for but never achieve. The use of the ASV contour may seem excessive
from a planning standpoint, but is considered the best way to establish a buffer that allows for changes in
noise impacts to occur without significantly impacting populations.
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3. 60 DNL Land Use Planning Case Studies
In the United States, airports and the FAA have no control over their surrounding land use. They have no
authority to enforce zoning laws or prevent noncompatible land use near an airport; they can only control
the land they own to operate the airport. The responsibility for compatible land use lies primarily with
local jurisdictions and airports strive to work with local jurisdictions to stress the importance of compatible
land use with aircraft operations. It is known that airports act as economic engines for entire regions and
are vital to the health and growth of those regions. Extreme care must be taken to protect land uses
surrounding airports, provide avenues for expansion, and to communicate with citizens and local
governments about following established procedures in their plans for expansion as airports grow and
change to meet operational demands. Airports must also realize the difficult position that local
jurisdictions are placed in and must work collaboratively to identify areas where expansion may take place
in the future so communities can successfully plan their growth.
Unfortunately, noise issues do not always align with incompatible land uses and noise concerns are
increasingly being generated from areas outside the 65 DNL; making compatible land use planning
increasingly more difficult, and sometimes irrelevant. Most noise complaints for airports originate from
households located outside the 65 DNL noise contour, often in areas where single event noise levels are
below noise levels associated with general speech. In these instances, residents consider any aircraft
noise to be annoying, regardless of how loud or quiet it may be. In many instances, these residents feel
they were lied to about the potential impacts of aircraft noise and thus any aircraft noise is unacceptable.
In theory, airport proprietors only course of action is to inform and work with developers of existing and
future potential noise impacts so that potential residents are informed.
There are few airports, and their associated communities, that actively participate in land use planning
out to the 60 DNL noise contour. Two of the more well‐known airports that do this are Denver
International Airport (DEN) and Minneapolis‐St. Paul International Airport (MSP). Both airports are known
for a progressive stance on addressing noise concerns of local residents. While both are known for being
leaders in the field of noise compatibility planning out to the 60 DNL noise contour, they approach their
programs very differently. DEN’s approach is to focus on land use planning as the primary action item to
address land use compatibility. This is possible for DEN because it started as a green field site. MSP is not
a green field site and thus their primary approach is focused on corrective mitigation programs for those
residents that already live within the 60 DNL noise contour. Two very different ways to achieve the same
result; land use compatibility around their respective airports to the extent possible. A discussion on each
of these case studies is included below.

3.1

Denver International Airport

In the 1980s, Stapleton International Airport in Denver was at the center of extreme resistance due to
rising noise complaints. There were nearly 15,000 residents within the 65 DNL contour, the Airport’s
capacity was saturated, and expansion of the Airport was not possible due to being land locked with
community development. A decision was made to relocate the Airport to a green field site, thus allowing
officials to plan for airport growth while minimizing noise impacts. A goal was established to a build new
airport with a large land buffer that would succeed in keeping all residential development outside the 60
DNL noise contour while allowing enough room for expansion and growth of the Airport as conditions
warranted.
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The City and County of Denver annexed a parcel of land from neighboring Adams County that totaled 53
square miles for development of the new airport. An Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) was established
between the City and County of Denver and Adams County on development of the new airport with an
emphasis on avoiding unacceptable noise levels in surrounding areas. The IGA set stringent regulations
between the Airport and the surrounding community regarding expected noise levels, and established
mitigation standards should those levels be exceeded. The goal was to prevent residential incompatible
land use that typically results in noise complaints and potential litigation by establishing land use
agreements with local jurisdictions.
A Noise Overlay Zone (NOZ) was a product of the Final EIS for the new Airport and established an area for
compatible land use planning and where new residential development would be discouraged. The outer
limits of the NOZ was based on the 60 DNL noise contour using a full build out scenario of the Airport that
was based on the full ASV for all 12 proposed runways, resulting in an ultimate goal of 1.5 million aircraft
operations per year. Airport officials hoped by understanding a worst‐case scenario of full build‐out of
the Airport, all surrounding communities would be aware of future airport size and the resulting impact.
The IGA also established Noise Exposure Performance Standards (NEPS) whereby existing noise levels in
areas to the north, south, and west of the new airport would not be exceeded. If the NEPS values were
exceeded, financial penalties were established that the City and County of Denver would owe to Adams
County. These parameters established a relationship where both the airport proprietor and the local
jurisdiction had responsibilities for limiting aircraft noise exposure on non‐compatible land uses.
Adams County, as a prerequisite to any enforcement of a NEPS violation, had to adopt land use regulations
which prohibited new incompatible residential development within the 65 LDN noise contour as
determined by the EIS for the new airport. Adams County encourages agricultural use within the 60 DNL
contour from the NOZ. In addition, Adams County had to enact a building code or regulation intended to
accomplish a 25‐dB noise level reduction for the construction of schools, hospitals, nursing homes,
churches, auditoriums and concert halls that may take place within the NOZ. The programs have worked
to date and no new residential rezoning has taken place within the 60 DNL contour since the development
of the NOZ. Those parcels that were already zoned as residential when the Airport was built had to
incorporate noise level reduction measures in any new construction to achieve a 45‐dB interior A‐
weighted noise level.
Even with the establishment of the NOZ, pressures continue for development of land in the vicinity of the
Airport. Some of the east‐west runways are being used more frequently than what was predicted in the
EIS for the Airport. This has resulted in operational contours presenting greater noise levels in certain
areas than what was identified in the NOZ. If development is allowed to occur up to the limits of the NOZ
in these areas, the noise levels experienced by these new residents may exceed 65 DNL. Developers that
own land in these areas have refused to limit residential development and claim that residential
development is needed as a driver for development of commercial and other airport compatible land
uses. This new development also has the potential to limit ultimate build‐out of the Airport when needed
due to the close proximity of non‐compatible land use development in the area. The Airport was
concerned with establishing a precedent that would encourage more residential development regardless
of the programs established through the IGA.
As a result of increased residential development in the vicinity of the Airport, in areas not covered by the
programs associated with the NOZ, airport officials expressed a need to require developers to notify
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potential residents of the close proximity of the Airport and subsequent impacts associated with that close
proximity. Currently developers in the immediate area outside the 65 DNL contour are required to inform
future residents of the nearby Airport and that the potential exists for aircraft noise and related
annoyances. The typical disclosure statement includes the following notifications:






In close proximity to the Airport;
At risk that the property may be subject to overflights by commercial, general aviation, and
military aircraft;
At risk that property may be subject to noise, vibration, exhaust, air and vehicular traffic, and
other conditions associated with operation of an international airport;
Airport has published plans for future airport expansion;
Developer has not made any agreements with airport relating to potential adverse effects of
aircraft overflights.

The disclosures are included in the documents presented at the closing of a property sale and must be
signed by the new home buyer.
Denver was designed to be an airport that would not experience any land use/noise compatibility issues;
a model for land use management and operational flexibility that would allow the Airport to grow
organically and conditions warranted. The site chosen was large (53 sq. miles.) and several agreements
were put in place to limit development around the Airport to only those uses needed for successful
operation of the facility. Even with this extensive planning effort, and large green field site, the Airport is
starting to suffer from the same land use management issues that face most airports. The airfield is not
being used in the way it was planned and the result are contours that extend beyond the NOZ in certain
areas. These areas do not have the protection of the agreements related to the NOZ and the Airport is
facing large non‐compatible developments in 65+ DNL contours. Airports fluctuate how they operate and
change over time. Even a large land use buffer is not a guarantee for solving the constant struggle airports
and local communities face regarding land use compatibility.

3.2

Minneapolis‐St. Paul International Airport

In 1992, the Metropolitan Airports Commission (MAC), which owns and operates MSP, began their first
14 CFR Part 150 Program to address noise concerns for those residents that lived within the 65 DNL noise
contour. The Airport was in a dense urban environment, needed to ensure it could expand when
conditions warranted, and wanted to start the process of compatible land use reform with the local
jurisdictions. Homes in the highest noise levels were purchased, while the remaining homes within the
65+ noise contours received sound insulation. Upon completion of the original Part 150 program, a total
of $385.6 million had been spent. Wanting to be a good neighbor, the Airport pursued an update to its
original Part 150 program where one of the larger discussion items was examining how the Airport could
expand noise mitigation efforts beyond the 65 DNL noise contour. The 65 DNL noise contour served as
the outer limits for which federal funds could be used under FAA policy and was the limit used when
completing the first Part 150 program. The direction to examine the expansion of the program began
with the Dual‐Track Airport Planning Process that involved a review of whether to move MSP versus
continuing to expand in its current location. The updated Part 150 Program recommended a specific
mitigation package that would be offered to homes located in the 60‐64 DNL noise contour. This
mitigation package was to consist of providing central air conditioning to single family homes that did not
have it, with a homeowner co‐pay based on the degree of noise impact. Funding for this program was to
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come from the Airport’s revenue stream with no participation of Federal funds due to going beyond 65
DNL.
Local jurisdictions were dissatisfied with the expanded noise mitigation proposal and filed suit on the
grounds that MAC failed to provide a full 5‐decibel Noise Reduction Package (as was provided to residents
in the 65+ DNL noise contour in the original Part 150 program. MAC and the local jurisdictions entered
into a Consent Decree that settled the litigation by agreeing to a proposal that provided a Full 5‐decibel
Reduction Package to homes within the 63+ dB DNL noise contour, and a Partial Noise Reduction Package
to homes located in the 60‐62 dB DNL noise contours. This program was completed in 2014 at a cost of
$95 million, raising total expenditures related to noise mitigation as MSP to $482 million.
In 2013, MAC published the Final MSP 2020 Improvements Environmental Assessment and Environmental
Assessment Worksheet which reviewed potential and cumulative environmental impacts of MSP terminal
and landside developments through the year 2020. Due to concerns expressed by local jurisdictions, the
original Consent Decree was amended to extend the Residential Noise Mitigation Program eligibility based
on an annual assessment of actual MSP aircraft activity rather than projections. To be eligible for the
noise mitigation package, a home must be located within the actual 60 dB DNL noise contour area for
three consecutive years. Homes meeting this criterion are mitigated in the year following their eligibility
determination. In addition, for homes to be eligible for participation in the MAC Noise Mitigation
program, the following must be met by the local jurisdictions:
“The community in which the home is located has adopted local land use controls and building
performance standards applicable to the home for which mitigation is sought that prohibit new
residential construction, unless the construction materials and practices are consistent with the
local land use controls and heightened building performance standards for homes within the 60
dB DNL Contour within the community in which the home is located.”
This criterion has been met by all the communities surrounding MSP by incorporating applicable noise
level reduction requirements into building codes based on the noise contour level where the structure is
to be built. The noise level reduction documentation establishes product‐specific Sound Transmission
Class (STC) ratings and associated noise level reduction goals.
While the different jurisdictions may have slight variations in what is considered acceptable, and how the
noise level reduction criteria are implemented, the overall tenets of their programs are the same. The
MAC publishes a map of actual noise contours annually with the preceding year’s actual noise contour
map being used to the determine the DNL for application of noise attenuation standards. When different
land uses are to be contained within a single structure, the more stringent standards apply. Figure 3.1
represents the tenets of the various programs.
Some communities have chosen to apply higher NLR levels than the ones suggested by the Metropolitan
Council in Figure 3.1. It is important to note that some communities have chosen to implement the above
criteria for infill development, reconstruction, and additions to existing structures as a recommendation
versus a requirement. This allows for rehabilitation of existing home without being a deterrent for
homeowners making such improvements.
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Figure 3.1: Land Use NLR Guidelines for MSP

The Noise Buffer Zone provides additional protection for noise sensitive uses within the context of
preventative land‐use measures and allows for contour expansion/contraction over time. The Noise
Buffer Zone extends for one mile beyond the extents of the 60 DNL Noise Contour.
Minneapolis is like the majority of all other large commercial service airports in the country in that they
are land locked by developed communities. Land use compatibility with aircraft noise is a struggle they
have been addressing for the past 30 years by proactively working with the local communities on
preventive and corrective measures and remaining flexible in their noise mitigation programs as the
Airport changes. They are the only commercial service airport in the U.S. that has used, and continue to
use, airport funds to offer corrective land use measures beyond the 65 DNL contour for existing residents.
Along with this extraordinary step, they have also worked with local jurisdictions on establishing land use
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compatibility guidelines beyond the 60 DNL noise contour. This ensures both the Airport and local
jurisdictions both have a vested interest in implementing land use compatibility plans.
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4. Dulles International Operations Forecast and Projection
To create its Ultimate Conditions Noise Contours for IAD, MWAA projected the ultimate capacity of the
existing four runways and the ultimate plan for five runways. This section compares these projected levels
of operations to reasonable forecasts of operations demand to understand the timeframe for reaching
this Ultimate Condition. This comparison also assesses the fleet mix change assumptions used in the
Ultimate Conditions that affect the noise profile of each operation.
Ricondo used the FAA’s Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) for Dulles International that is updated by the FAA
on an annual basis5. This forecast of passenger and operations demand extends to 2045 and has an
underlying socio‐economic and statistical model that drives the forecast for each airport in the National
Airspace System (NAS). In the FY 2017 model used by Ricondo, the 2045 operations totaled 445,628 (less
than half of the total 900,000 assumed for the 4‐runway ASV). Lower growth in actual operations in 2017,
2018 and now 2019 reduces the 2045 forecast operations total to 424,403.
To develop the ultimate operations and associated aircraft fleet mix, Ricondo extended the FAA TAF using
the growth rates from the final five years of the forecast (2041‐2045) by the four categories of operations:
air carrier, air taxi, general aviation and military. The Ricondo Report provides detail on the operations
forecast but leaves out the timeframe estimate of when the ultimate levels of daily and annual operations
would be reached.
To assess the reasonableness of a forecast, it needs to be in context with the underlying factors that drive
its validity. Ultra‐long‐range aviation forecasts are difficult to construct because reliable population,
employment, income and air service forecasts are difficult to project accurately beyond 20 to 30 years.
At best, a projection of compound annual growth rates (CAGR) can be used to very roughly estimate future
timeframes when the Dulles International Ultimate Conditions Noise Contours might be reached.
To prepare this estimate, the FAA’s latest TAF for FY 2018‐2045 was used. To project operations beyond
2045, the CAGR from the last five years of the forecast were applied to the four user categories of
operations. Table 4‐3 from the Ricondo report provides these growth rates at the time of their analysis.
These growth rates are used here even though the air carrier and air taxi growth rates have been reduced
in the latest FAA forecast to 1.58 percent and 1.14 percent, respectively.

5

Section 4.2.2 of the Ricondo Report provides the methodology for establishing the 4 and 5‐runway ASV average
annual day operations used to create the Ultimate noise contours.
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Figure 4.1 depicts the FAA’s latest demand forecast for Dulles International operations for FY 2018‐2045
by the four user categories and the total operations. As stated previously, the 2045 forecast operations
total 424,403.
Figure 4.1: FAA Terminal Area Forecast – IAD Operations Demand
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Figure 4.2 depicts the FAA’s passenger enplanement forecast as general information. Ricondo used the
enplanement forecast to estimate the number of seats per operation needed to serve the demand and
converted this estimate into the aircraft fleet mix.
Figure 4.2: FAA Terminal Area Forecast – IAD Passenger Demand (Enplanements)
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Figure 4.3 depicts the Ultimate Conditions Forecast for Dulles International aircraft operations. As
shown in this projection, the time horizon for the level of operations used in the Ultimate Conditions for
the four‐runway ASV is over 70 years of growth to reach 900,000 annual operations. The addition of a
fifth runway would push the five‐runway ASV to over 80 years to reach 1,004,000 annual operations.
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Figure 4.3: Ultimate Conditions Forecast – IAD Operations Capacity Horizon
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5. Concentrated Flight Paths Background
The context of aircraft flight path precision, dispersion, and concentration is frequently misunderstood by
the general public. This fact is in spite of a combination of generalized capabilities the Federal Aviation
Administration touts in promoting satellite‐based navigation, a lack of public understanding of the
national airspace system, and a general failure to verify the actual operational situation and conditions
revealed by accurate flight radar data. In order to fully understand the reality of flight path usage and
operation, this section presents information on general air traffic control (ATC) concepts, components of
the national air traffic control system, typical arrival and departure procedures, and a summary of how
this may change and impact Fairfax County in the future.

5.1

Air Traffic Operational Concepts and Application

Pilots operate aircraft under two distinct categories of flight rules: Visual Flight Rules (VFR) and
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR). Under VFR, pilots are responsible to “see and avoid” other aircraft and
obstacles such as terrain to maintain safe separation. VFR rules also cover visibility requirements and
cloud clearance criteria required to fly with visual reference to the ground and/or horizon and these vary
depending on the type of airspace. Under IFR, aircraft operators are required to file flight plans and use
navigational instruments to operate within the National Airspace System (NAS) and are in constant
contact with, and monitored by, ATC. The airspace for IAD is what is known as Class Bravo or “Class B”
airspace and has the most restrictive operating rules of any airspace with regulations on pilot
requirements, aircraft operational capability, and other flight specific characteristics. Aircraft can only
operate under VFR in the vicinity of IAD if they have been cleared by ATC to enter the busy airspace above
and around the Airport.
While weather and operating altitude partially define these flight rules, most commercial air traffic
operates under IFR due to the mutual relationship between the flight crews and air traffic personnel to
safely operate among other fast‐moving aircraft in frequently congested areas. In calendar year 2019 at
IAD, 99.6% of all aircraft were operated under IFR and 0.4% operated under VFR (Source: FAA Air Traffic
Activity System (ATADS)). Among all aircraft nationally, approximately 27 million flights are conducted
per year with 60% operated under IFR and 40% operated under VFR (Source: FAA “Air Traffic By The
Numbers 2019”). Commercial airlines and large non‐commercial jet and turboprop aircraft make up the
vast majority of IFR operations in the national airspace system with the smaller non‐commercial (referred
to as general aviation) single and multi‐engine piston aircraft operating under VFR.
Depending on whether aircraft are operating under IFR or VFR, air traffic controllers apply various
techniques to maintain separation between aircraft, including the following:




Vertical or “Altitude” Separation: separation between aircraft operating at different altitudes;
Longitudinal or “In‐Trail” Separation: separation between two aircraft operating along the same
flight route, referring to the distance between a lead and a following aircraft; and,
Lateral or “Side‐by‐Side” Separation: separation between aircraft (left or right side) operating
along two separate but nearby flight routes.

Air traffic controllers use radar to monitor aircraft and provide services that ensure separation. Published
instrument ATC procedures provide predictable, efficient routes that move aircraft through the NAS in a
safe and orderly manner. These ATC procedures reduce the need for constant verbal communication
between air traffic controllers and pilots. Published instrument ATC procedures are described as
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“conventional” ATC procedures when they use ground‐based navigational aids (NAVAIDs). Ground based
NAVAIDs are those that use radio frequency signals emitted from a fixed location on the ground and are
received by aircraft instruments to indicate or establish the vertical, horizontal, and time‐oriented position
of the aircraft. In its effort to modernize the NAS, the FAA continues to develop instrument ATC
procedures that build upon new advanced technologies. A primary technology in this effort is area
navigation or RNAV. RNAV uses primarily satellite‐based technology, including Global Positioning System
(GPS), to allow an RNAV‐equipped aircraft to fly a more efficient overall route. This route is based on
instrument guidance that references an aircraft’s three dimensional position and time relative to
satellites. Dulles underwent a partial changeover from ground based to satellite‐based flight procedure
in 2014 as part of the FAA’s NextGen program to modernize air traffic systems and aircraft operations.
Aircraft operating to and from Dulles have a mixture of ground based (five arrival and one departure) and
satellite based (six arrival and nine departure) flight procedures. As technology evolves, the FAA continues
to test and deploy multiple air traffic operational and equipment solutions to guide aircraft movements
on the ground and in the air.
As an aircraft moves from origin to destination, ATC personnel function as a team and transfer control of
the aircraft from one controller to the next and from one ATC facility to the next. The NAS is organized
into three‐dimensional areas of navigable airspace that are defined by a floor, a ceiling, and a lateral
boundary. Each is controlled by different types of ATC facilities including:






Airport Traffic Control Tower: Controllers at an Airport Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) located at an
airport provide air traffic services for phases of flight associated with aircraft takeoff and landing.
The ATCT typically controls airspace extending from the airport to five to 10 nautical miles in all
directions. Dulles ATCT handles an average of 300,000 annual aircraft operations.
Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON): Controllers at a TRACON provide air traffic service
to aircraft as they transition to and from an airport and the high altitude en route phase of flight.
This includes the climb, descent, and approach phases of flights. The primary TRACON facility in
the Dulles area is the Potomac TRACON (which holds the FAA name code of “PTC”).
Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs or “Centers”): Controllers at ARTCCs provide air traffic
services during the en route phase of flight. Like TRACON airspace, the Center airspace is broken
down into sectors with the primary difference being the coverage extend to a multi‐state area.
Dulles Traffic interacts with airspace delegated to the Washington Air Route Traffic Control Center
ARTCC (ZDC).

The following sections discuss how air traffic controllers at these ATC facilities control the phases of flight
for aircraft operating under IFR.

5.1.1 Departure Flow
As an aircraft operating under IFR departs a runway and follows its assigned heading, it moves from the
ATCT airspace, through the terminal airspace, and into en route airspace where it proceeds on a specific
route to its destination airport.
Within the terminal airspace, TRACON controllers provide services to aircraft departing from the ATCT
airspace to departure transfer control points referred to as “exit points.” An exit point represents an area
along the boundary between terminal airspace and en route airspace. Exit points are generally
established near commonly used routes to efficiently transfer aircraft between terminal and en route
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airspace. When aircraft pass through the exit point, control transfers from TRACON to ARTCC controllers
as the aircraft joins a specific route.
Departing IFR aircraft use an ATC procedure called a Standard Instrument Departure (SID). A SID provides
pilots with defined lateral and vertical guidance to facilitate safe and predictable navigation from an
airport through the terminal airspace to a specific route in the en route airspace. A “conventional” SID
follows a route defined by ground‐based NAVAIDs and are primarily based on vectoring.

5.1.2 Arrival Flow
An aircraft begins the descent phase of flight within the en route airspace in order to transition to lower
altitudes for less restrictive maneuvering and speed reduction. During descent, the aircraft transitions
into the terminal airspace through an “entry point,” bound for the destination airport. The entry point
represents a physical location in the airspace along the boundary between terminal airspace and en route
airspace where control of the aircraft transfers from ARTCC to TRACON controllers. Aircraft that arrive in
the terminal airspace normally follow an instrument ATC procedure called a Standard Terminal Arrival
(STAR) route.

5.1.3 Required Aircraft Separation
As controllers manage the flow of aircraft into, out of, and within the NAS, they maintain some of the
following separation distances between aircraft:








Altitude Separation (vertical): When operating below 41,000 feet above mean sea level (MSL),
two aircraft must be at least 1,000 feet above/below each other until lateral separation is
ensured.
In‐Trail Separation (longitudinal): Within a radar‐controlled area, the minimum distance between
two aircraft on the same route (i.e., in‐trail) can be between 2.5 to 10 nautical miles, depending
on factors such as aircraft class, weight, and type of airspace.
Side‐by‐Side Separation (lateral): Similar to in‐trail separation, the minimum side‐by‐side
separation must be at least three nautical miles between aircraft in terminal airspace and at least
five nautical miles in en route airspace.
Visual Separation: Aircraft may be separated by visual means when other approved separation is
assured before and after the application of visual separation.

5.1.4 Area Navigation (RNAV)
RNAV uses technology, including GPS, to allow an RNAV‐equipped aircraft to fly a more efficient route.
This route is based on instrument guidance that references an aircraft’s position relative to satellites.
Because RNAV is generally not reliant on ground‐based signals, there is no degradation based on distance
from the source. For example, aircraft arriving to an IAD runway can use ground‐based instrument landing
systems (ILS) or RNAV technologies. The primary difference is that the ILS is less precise the further an
aircraft is from the runway whereas RNAV is reliably accurate at any distance from the runway. The ILS is
a narrowing funnel with higher sensitivity as an aircraft approaches the runway, while an RNAV approach
is consistently sensitive independent of distance from the runway and is a laterally and horizontally
defined tube within which the aircraft will stay during the entire approach. Nearly all commercial aircraft
RNAV systems are accurate to within .3 nm laterally or roughly 1,800 feet resulting in 3,600 feet of
variability laterally at any given point in an approach. RNAV can also be something other than a straight‐
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in approach to a runway using curved segments whereas an ILS is solely for straight‐in approaches to a
runway.

5.1.5 Required Navigation Performance (RNP)
RNP is an RNAV ATC procedure with signal accuracy that is increased with onboard performance
monitoring and alerting systems. An RNP is an RNAV ATC procedure that requires greater accuracy of on‐
board performance monitoring and alerting equipment, as well as special pilot training. A defining
characteristic of an RNP operation is the ability for an RNP‐capable aircraft navigation system to monitor
the accuracy of its navigation (based on the number of GPS satellite signals available to pinpoint the
aircraft location) and inform the crew if the required data becomes unavailable. RNP is most often applied
in approach navigation where a steady curve based on a fixed radius is used to guide aircraft. Due to the
extra signal reliability indicators and the need for a flight crew with special RNP authorization, RNP is
accurate to as close as +/‐ 608 (0.1 nm) feet from a procedure centerline on a lateral basis.
The following Figure 5.1 compares conventional, RNAV, and RNP ATC procedures in a general sense and
do not represent a specific phase of flight. It shows how an RNP capable aircraft navigation system
provides a more accurate and seamless horizontal and vertical location (down to less than one nautical
mile from the intended path) and will follow a highly predictable path. The predictability for the controller
to know where the aircraft will be dimensionally makes it possible to implement ATC procedures within
controlled airspace that are not always possible under conventional procedures, such as precision curved
turns.
Figure 5.1: Navigational Comparison – Conventional/RNAV/RNP

Source: ATAC Corporation
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Routes based on ground‐based NAVAIDs rely on the aircraft equipment directly communicating with the
NAVAID radio signal and are often limited by issues such as line‐of‐sight and signal reception accuracy.
NAVAIDs, such as Very High Frequency (VHF) Omnidirectional Ranges (collectively VORs), are affected by
variable terrain and other obstructions that can limit their signal accuracy. Consequently, a route that is
dependent upon ground‐based NAVAIDS requires at least six nautical miles of clearance on either side of
its main path to ensure accurate signal reception. As demonstrated by the dashed lines on Figure 5.1, this
clearance requirement increases the farther an aircraft is from the VOR. In comparison, RNAV signal
accuracy for IFR procedures requires only one or two nautical miles of clearance on either side of a route’s
main path depending on the route design and intended purpose.

5.2

Air Traffic Arriving and Departing IAD

IAD operates in a wind and weather dependent air traffic flow, which is either a north flow or south flow
and describes the direction of arrivals and departures. A north flow is characterized by aircraft landing
to the north and departing to the north and the opposite is true for a south flow. Arriving air traffic needs
to be integrated vertically and laterally with air traffic from other directions. This process involves a mix
of aircraft heading, speed, and altitude adjustments in order to sequence aircraft for landing while
allowing departing aircraft to be sequenced for the departure and climb out of the area. The same is true
for departures with the primary difference being aircraft are generally climbing out of the area at a steady
rate to an assigned en route altitude as quickly as possible. As an examination of the IAD arrivals and
departures indicate, the location of aircraft at altitudes noticeable by the public are largely in line with
runway centerlines due to prescribed IFR arrival and departure procedures. The presence or absence of
straight‐in RNAV procedures has little effect in those phases of flight where aircraft are lined up with a
runway centerline that are covered in the following sections.

5.2.1 IAD Aircraft Sequencing and Final Approach
At large commercial airports a combination of the defined STARs and Air Traffic Control discretion
combine to direct aircraft safely through all phases of the arrival pattern, generally represented by
Figure 5.2. Where an aircraft enters the arrival pattern is dependent on the arriving direction of the
aircraft. Despite having generalized corridors for orderly arrivals, there is substantial variability in the
vertical and lateral path the aircraft follows until the final approach is established. For instance, in order
to sequence arriving aircraft for landing, the downwind leg may be extended substantially to turn an
aircraft at the appropriate time behind another aircraft already lined up with the approach runway. This
ensures that landing aircraft can land and exit the runway before the next aircraft lands on the same
runway. In north flow, these turns (from the downwind leg to the base leg, then to the final leg) frequently
occur as far south as Manassas Regional Airport‐Harry P. Davis Field (HEF); in south flow these turns occur
in the vicinity of the towns of Tuscarora & Dickerson for the east runways and in the vicinity of Lucketts
for the west runways. The closer the aircraft gets to the airport on the final leg, the more precise the
aircraft observes lateral and vertical position. Fifteen miles from the runway a 200‐foot altitude deviation
is nearly inconsequential, however one‐half mile from the approach end of the runway, 200‐feet of
altitude variability is a serious issue.
For Dulles, arriving aircraft within five to six miles of the runway have been and will continue to operate
with similar precision regardless of the aircraft following RNAV procedures. This is due to many combined
factors. All landing aircraft are closely monitored by controllers via their radar information that includes
altitude, position, airspeed, groundspeed, and other identifying information.
The pilots are
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simultaneously working to establish the aircraft on a stabilized approach with minimal lateral and vertical
variability as the aircraft gets lower and closer to touchdown. As a general characterization, recognizing
there are technical caveats related to aircraft type and flight crew qualifications, within five to six miles of
the IAD runway the aircraft instruments following radio signals in an instrument landing system enable a
similar precision as aircraft instruments following satellite based RNAV guidance. Beyond six miles from
IAD runway end, a number of air traffic, weather, and aircraft specific factors combine that result in lateral
and vertical variability while on the final approach path to ensure proper sequencing for the landing.
Figure 5.2: Basic Overview of Air Traffic Arrivals

(Source: FAA Airman’s Information Manual, Figure 4‐3‐1)

5.2.3 IAD Aircraft Departures
Aircraft departures from IAD use one of ten defined IFR procedures. Procedures are named with a five
letter code and most codes form an approximation to a readable word that carries a person’s name, an
association with the region, or other random verbiage (e.g. the RNLDI SID is named for Paul Rinaldi, the
sixth president of the National Air Traffic Controllers Association). Currently, nine out of ten SIDs are
RNAV based procedures. Four of the RNAV SIDs (JERES, BUNZZ, JCOBY, and RNLDI) involve climbing on
runway heading (north or south) to 8,200 feet MSL (approximately 7,800 feet above ground level) and
then following the prescribed route. The 8,200 foot altitude is not reached by all aircraft at the same
point due to a variety of weather, aircraft loading, and aircraft type combinations. Also, flying a runway
heading versus flying to a defined waypoint after departure may result in lateral drift for the aircraft,
resulting in more variability despite being an RNAV procedure. The remaining five RNAV SIDs (JDUBB,
CLTCH, MCRAY, SCRAM, WOOLY) and the lone conventional SID (called the Capital One Departure) also
have the runway heading requirement but then rely on air traffic control issued vectors to a defined
procedure waypoint. These five RNAV SIDs also have the 8,200 foot requirement but the conventional
SID does not have this requirement. The aircraft vectoring that is ATC directed after departure enables
ATC to exercise maximum flexibility to efficiently organize and sequence departing traffic from IAD, BWI,
and DCA. The average passenger jet aircraft climbs at 2,500 to 4,000 feet per minute and maintains a
speed of approximately 250 knots. This means that most aircraft will be reaching that 8,200 foot level at
2:00‐3:30 minutes after takeoff and approximately nine to 16 miles from the end of the runway. Thus,
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Dulles departures, even while flying RNAV procedures, still have substantial variability in their lateral and
vertical flight path.

5.2.4 General IAD IFR Arrival and Departure Issues that Constrain IAD Operations
Having presented the airspace procedure and IFR operational concepts, there are several consequences
that result from instrument arrivals and departures to and from IAD using common instrument procedures
and terminal airspace entry and exit points. In presenting these consequences, the intent is to
demonstrate the airspace and airport operational complexity that impacts the ability of IAD to deliver full
use of existing capacity. These factors may be exacerbated as flight operations at IAD, DCA, and BWI
increase. As mentioned previously, the FAA is constantly developing and testing new air traffic
management technology to simplify and add efficiency to the NAS. These existing consequences include:










The need to merge arriving aircraft into a unified arrival flow at each entry point can increase
flight time and distances.
Gaps in the final arrival flows do not allow for the formation of a constant stream of aircraft to
IAD. This impacts the full use of the potential arrival throughput at IAD.
Merging aircraft from regional airports (IAD, DCA, BWI) into single departure streams for each
regional exit point requires controllers to create greater separations between subsequent
departures from the same airport than would otherwise be required if the routes were separated
or there were only a single airport in operations. Dedicated departure routes for IAD runways
somewhat reduce the needed separation but once airspace capacity is saturated under a given
operational condition, the runway departure rates are held to that maximum.
Holding aircraft on the runway to create the necessary gaps in the departure routes leads to
departure delays across DC area airports, especially during peak travel periods. This impacts full
use of the potential departure throughput at IAD.
The need for additional controller‐to‐pilot communication to issue the variety of instructions
required to merge and desegregate the flow of aircraft adds to the workload of both controllers
and pilots.
Options for controllers to re‐direct aircraft to avoid inclement weather or more efficiently handle
sequencing are limited when the pilot does not have the runway in sight due to low visibility.

ATC typically splits arrival and departure control responsibilities. Control of aircraft is passed on from one
controller to the next as the aircraft progress through airspace. Vertical separation between aircraft
arrivals and departures is maintained primarily through defined ceiling and floor altitudes. An arriving
aircraft cannot descend until the aircraft is clear of the dimensional airspace reserved for departures.
When an aircraft clears one airspace area, it is transferred by a controller to the next airspace area
controlled by another controller. During the time between handoff and transfer of control between
controllers, aircraft may have to level off until the next controller acknowledges control and the aircraft
is able to resume its climb. The amount of time necessary to transfer control may be directly affected by
the extent of controller workload.

5.3

Navigation Precision, Flight Path Dispersion, and Aircraft Concentration

As the prior explanations have presented, RNAV is a method of precision ATC and aircraft navigation.
There are any number of conditions that define “precision” differently as it applies to multiple phases of
flight. There is variability in any navigational situation to and from IAD and this affects the concepts of
aircraft dispersion as it relates to lateral and vertical variance, while “concentration” relates to the number
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of aircraft on a defined flight path. The vertical and lateral variety of pathways to and from a runway are
characterized as dispersion.

5.3.1 IAD Arrival Dispersion & Aircraft Concentration
As has been previously noted, aircraft on final approach within approximately six miles of the runway
touchdown point are going to be similarly concentrated over any point in that pathway regardless of the
presence or absence of RNAV and the volume of aircraft. Between six and 25 miles away (north or south)
from IAD aircraft are generally over 3,000 feet above ground but still on the final approach path in line
with the intended runway. Aircraft are being directed by ATC to keep the aircraft generally in line with
the runway centerline.
The Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority (MWAA) Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update (the
“Report”) states: “The use of RNAV procedures results in little dispersion along the routes due to the
predictable and repeatable nature of the GPS‐based navigation technology” (Source: “Aircraft Noise
Contour Map Update” Ricondo/HMMH, Page 2‐6). Based on the preceding review of the IAD SIDs and
STARs this statement is true within five to six miles of the landing runway but less true for aircraft on final
approach outside of that range. In addition, arrival aircraft can also be vectored to the runway when
weather conditions enable the flight crew visual contact with the landing runway and ATC can safely
expedite the arrival.
The Report states “Through the noise model flight track creation process, 538 noise model flight tracks
were defined. Each consisted of a centerline track (backbone track) and 0 to 8 additional dispersed tracks
(sub‐tracks) flanking the centerline track to model the appropriate width of a traffic corridor” (Source:
“Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update” Ricondo/HMMH, Page 5‐17). The Report flight track dispersion
appears to mimic actual departure radar flight track dispersion and is consistent with generally applied
modeling methodology. The Report presents arrival and departure operations for the examined scenarios
on a runway by runway basis for north flow and south flow. Each runway has a daytime and nighttime
split that enables the reader to infer what runway is forecast to be the busiest runway in each scenario.
Specific aircraft type operations are also broken out for the total percentage of operations that the Report
relies upon for noise modeling input. Of particular note are the RNP defined future procedures in the
ultimate buildout scenario that do not exist today. The Report notes “Aircraft are expected to follow
these RNP approach paths with very little dispersion in the long‐term future” (Source: “Aircraft Noise
Contour Map Update” Ricondo/HMMH, Page 4‐47).

5.3.2 IAD Departure Dispersion & Aircraft Concentration
Departing IFR aircraft use RNAV SIDs that prescribe ATC vectored headings after reaching a defined
altitude that result in lateral and vertical dispersion due to the variance in aircraft climb rates and weather
influences. As stated previously, aircraft take between nine and 16 miles to reach the IFR procedure
prescribed vectoring altitude and will likely be narrowly dispersed along the departure runway heading
until that point. RNP departures are unusual in the US and the Report does not indicate any RNP departure
procedures were used in any scenario. When looking to ultimate buildout conditions, the Report states:
“The FAA has no long‐term plans to develop and implement RNAV‐type procedures causing narrower
departure paths from the departure end of a runway” (Source: “Aircraft Noise Contour Map Update,”
Ricondo/HMMH, Page 4‐47). The Report Departure Noise Model Backbone Tracks (see the Report,
Chapter 4, generally) indicate substantial dispersion for departures.
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5.3.3 Dispersion & Concentration Summary
As discussed in this section, the movement of air traffic is a complicated issue with many moving parts
and variables that can change on a daily, hourly, and minute‐by‐minute timeframe. To counter this
constant change, the FAA is continually looking for ways to simplify the NAS by reviewing and
incorporating new technologies that build upon consistency. This has provided some momentum for
aircraft movements to be more precise, which in turn can mean more narrowly defined flight corridors.
The RNAV and RNP procedures discussed in this section are the primary components of this emerging
technology. RNAV is becoming more common across the country, whereas RNP is still considered in its
infancy but likely represents the future of aircraft movement. Widespread use of RNP is likely years, if
not decades, away from becoming a standard. It is important to note that RNP may never become the
standard across the country and may only be airport specific where curved approaches are better suited
for a particular airspace.
Specifically, for IAD and Fairfax County, the location and altitude of aircraft in line with the centerline of a
runway will continue as it exists today and are expected to be similarly concentrated as separation
standards are not expected to change. It is important to note that an increase in operations does not
impact the concentration of aircraft on approach, but rather increases the amount of time that arrivals
would be operating. No changes can be expected for arrival flight patterns within five to six miles of a
runway as aircraft must be lined up with the runway during this phase of flight. Their path and altitude is
guided by the precision approach system for the runway and is not expected to change even if newer
technologies are implemented.
From six to 25 miles away from the Airport, aircraft are generally above 3,000 feet AGL, but still considered
on final approach path for the intended runway. In this phase of flight, a number of parameters can
influence aircraft flight tracks, altitudes, and separation. These parameters include other air traffic,
weather, and aircraft specific factors. Aircraft in this area are being guided by ATC to stay generally in line
with the intended runway but some aircraft may be vectored into the pattern at any point if conditions
permit and ATC determines it is beneficial for the safe and efficient movement of air traffic. There may
be variability in the altitude, location, and concentration of aircraft while in this phase of flight and that is
expected to continue for the foreseeable future.
No changes to departure patterns are expected either with the forecasted increase in operations. Aircraft
typically take between nine and 16 miles to reach the IFR procedure prescribed vectoring altitude and
that is not expected to change. Today aircraft in this phase of flight are narrowly dispersed along the
departure runway heading and that is expected to continue. Implementation of RNP procedures can
narrow the dispersion during this phase of flight, but are unusual in the U.S. and no RNP departure
procedures were used in any of the modeling scenarios for IAD. Beyond nine to 16 miles from the
departure runway, aircraft dispersion is expected to continue the patterns experienced today.
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6. Recommendations
Based on the findings of this review and assessment and our experience with airport compatible land use
planning, we recommend that the County focus on the reasonably foreseeable potential noise and
overflight impacts of Dulles International aircraft operations. We offer the following recommendations
to help guide the County’s airport compatible land use planning.

Recommendation 1
Using the ultimate ASV contours as a guide for land use planning, concentrate on the Ultimate 65 DNL
contour and apply the County’s existing Noise Level Reduction (NLR) criteria for new residential
construction to that area. While the ASV contours are based on an operational capacity projection far
into the future and would not likely be achieved in the typical 20‐30 year planning time frame, the ultimate
65 DNL contour could be used as guidance since it accounts for any potential increase in the actual 65 DNL
noise contour up to and beyond a 30‐year timeframe in projected aircraft operations growth at Dulles
International.

Recommendation 2
Undertake a GIS‐based analysis using the Ultimate ASV area between the 60 DNL and 65 DNL contours to
assess the amount of potential residential land uses that would be newly impacted and those areas which
may no longer be located within the 60‐65 DNL impact areas and consider changes to land use policies
that permit residential uses in those areas, balancing potential noise impacts with other county goals such
as economic development and placemaking.

Recommendation 3
Consider establishing noise notification guidelines for concentrated overflight areas within the Ultimate
60 to 65 DNL noise contours to ensure the County has adequately provided notice to future residents that
they are moving into an area located in close proximity to a major international airport and may be
impacted by aircraft noise and overflights. The guidance provided for residential development in Land
Unit J is consistent with guidelines adopted by other jurisdictions and can be used as a model as it has
largely addressed the issue.

Recommendation 4
Work with MWAA to study and recommend nighttime (10 p.m. through 6:59 a.m.) noise abatement
procedures and a preferential runway use program should MWAA move forward with increased nighttime
cargo activity and/or increased scheduling of nighttime passenger flights at IAD as discussed in the MWAA
report.
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Appendix A ‐ Noise Fundamentals
While a great deal is known about aircraft noise, the methods used to calculate noise exposure can be
difficult to understand. Determining aircraft noise impacts involves logarithmic averages and the noise
energy from single events. In 14CFR150, (Part 150), The FAA required primary metric for assessing aircraft
noise impacts is the Day‐Night Average Sound Level (DNL). The DNL combines the noise energy from all
aircraft operations occurring from the events in one day into an average, even applying a penalty to
nighttime events, between the hours of 10:00 pm and 7:00 am, when people are more negatively affected
by unwanted sound and more susceptible to noise impacts. This section of the report will go into detail
on what noise is, what metrics exist (including DNL) to measure noise impacts, and how certain metrics
relate to one another.

Characteristics of Sound
Amplitude and Frequency
Sound can be technically described in terms of its sound pressure (amplitude) and frequency (similar to
pitch).
Amplitude is a direct measure of the magnitude, or loudness, of a sound without consideration for other
factors that may influence its perception. The ranges of sound pressures that occur in the environment
are so large that they are expressed on a logarithmic scale. The standard unit of measurement of sound
is the decibel (dB). A sound pressure level in dB describes the pressure of a sound relative to a reference
pressure. By using a logarithmic scale, the wide range in sound pressures is compressed to a more usable
range of numbers.
For example, a sound level of 70 dB has 10 times as much acoustic energy as a level of 60 dB; while a
sound level of 80 dB has 100 times as much acoustic energy as a level of 60 dB. In terms of human response
to noise, the perception is very different. A sound 10 dB higher than another sound is usually judged to
be twice as loud; 20 dB higher four times as loud; and so forth.
The frequency of sound is expressed as Hertz (Hz) or cycles per second. The normal audible frequency
range for young adults is 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. The prominent frequency range for community noise,
including aircraft and motor vehicles, is between 50 Hz and 5,000 Hz. The human ear is not equally
sensitive to all frequencies, with some frequencies judged to be louder for a given signal than others. As
a result, research studies have analyzed how individuals make relative judgments as to the “loudness” or
“annoyance” to a sound. The most prominent of these scales include Loudness Level, Frequency‐
Weighted Contours (such as the A‐weighted scale), and Perceived Noise Level. Noise metrics used in
aircraft noise assessments are based upon these frequency weighting scales, which are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

Loudness Level
This scale has been devised to approximate the human subjective assessment to the “loudness” of a
sound. Loudness is the subjective judgment of an individual as to how loud or quiet a particular sound is
perceived. This sensitivity difference varies for different sound pressure levels.

Frequency‐Weighted Contours (dBA, dBB, and dBC)
In order to simplify the measurement and computation of sound loudness levels, frequency‐weighted
networks have obtained wide acceptance. The equal loudness level contours for 40 dB, 70 dB, and 100 dB
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have been selected to represent human frequency response to low, medium, and loud sound levels. By
inverting these equal loudness level contours, the A‐weighted, B‐weighted, and C‐weighted frequency
weightings were developed. Figure 1 presents these frequency‐weighted contours.
The most common weighting is the A‐weighted noise curve. The A‐weighted decibel scale (dBA) performs
this compensation by discriminating against frequencies in a manner approximating the sensitivity of the
human ear. In the A‐weighted decibel, everyday sounds normally range from 30 dBA (very quiet) to 100
dBA (very loud). Most community noise analyses are based upon the A‐weighted decibel scale. Figure 2
presents examples of various sound environments expressed in dBA.
Some interest has developed by communities close to some airports in utilizing a noise curve other than
A‐weighting for lower frequency noise sources. For example, the C‐weighted curve is used for the analysis
of the noise impacts from artillery noise. For evaluation of aircraft noise, A‐weighting is used because the
majority of noise associated with aircraft operations is better suited to the A‐weighting; no mitigation
methods have been proven to be effective for C‐weighted noise (i.e., sound insulation), which is the
minority portion of the noise associated with aircraft operations.

Perceived Noise Level
Perceived noisiness is another method of rating sound. It was originally developed for the assessment of
aircraft noise. Perceived noisiness is defined as “the subjective impression of the unwantedness of a not‐
unexpected, nonpain, or fear‐provoking sound as part of one’s environment,” (Kryter, 1970). “Noisiness”
curves differ from “loudness curves” in that they have been developed to rate the noisiness or annoyance
of a sound as opposed to the loudness of a sound.
As with loudness curves, noisiness curves have been developed from laboratory psychoacoustic surveys
of individuals. However, in noisiness surveys, individuals are asked to judge in a laboratory setting when
two sounds are equally noisy or disturbing if heard regularly in their own environment. These surveys are
more complex and are therefore subject to greater variability.
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Figure 1 – Frequency Weighted Curves

Figure 2 – Examples of Various Sounds

Propagation of Noise
Outdoor sound levels decrease as a function of distance from the source, and as a result of wave
divergence, atmospheric absorption, and ground attenuation. If sound is radiated from a source in a
homogenous and undisturbed manner, the sound travels as spherical waves. As the sound wave travels
away from the source, the sound energy is distributed over a greater area, dispersing the sound power of
the wave. Spherical spreading of the sound wave reduces the noise level, for most sound sources, at a
rate of 6 dB per doubling of the distance.
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Atmospheric absorption also influences the levels that are received by the observer. The greater the
distance traveled, the greater the influence of the atmosphere and the resultant fluctuations.
Atmospheric absorption becomes important at distances of greater than 1,000 feet. The degree of
absorption is a function of the sound frequency, of the sound as well as the humidity and temperature of
the air. For example, atmospheric absorption is lowest at high humidity and higher temperatures.
Turbulence and gradients of wind, temperature, and humidity also play a significant role in determining
the degree of attenuation. Certain conditions, such as inversions, can also result in higher noise levels that
would result from spherical spreading as a result of channeling or focusing the sound waves.
Absorption effects in the atmosphere vary with frequency. The higher frequencies are more readily
absorbed than the lower frequencies. Over large distances, the lower frequencies become the dominant
sound as the higher frequencies are attenuated.
The effects of ground attenuation on noise propagation are a function of the height of the source and/or
receiver and the characteristics of the terrain. The closer the source of the noise is to the ground, the
greater the ground absorption. Terrain consisting of soft surfaces, such as vegetation, provide for more
ground absorption than hard surfaces such as a body of water. Ground attenuation is important for the
study of noise from airfield operations (such as thrust reversals) and in the design of noise berms and
engine run‐up facilities.
These factors are an important consideration for assessing in‐flight and ground noise in the Austin region.
Atmospheric conditions will play a role in affecting the sound levels on a daily basis and how the
population perceives these sounds are perceived by the population.

Duration of Sound
Research has shown that the annoyance from a noise event increases as the duration of the event
increases. The “effective duration” of a sound is the time between when a sound rises above the
background sound level until it drops back below the background level. Psychoacoustic studies have
determined a relationship between duration and annoyance. These studies determined the amount a
sound must be reduced to be judged equally annoying for increased duration (longer durations at low
sound levels are equally annoying as shorter durations at higher levels). Duration is an important factor
in describing sound in a community setting.
The relationship between duration and noise level is the basis of the equivalent energy principal of sound
exposure. Reducing the acoustic energy of a sound by one half results in a 3 dB reduction. Doubling the
duration of the sound increases the total energy of the event by 3dB. This equivalent energy principal is
based upon the premise that the potential for a noise event to impact a person is dependent on the total
acoustical energy content of the noise.

Change in Noise
The concept of change in ambient sound levels can be understood with an explanation of the hearing
mechanism’s reaction to sound. Under controlled laboratory conditions, listening to a steady unwavering
pure tone sound that can be changed to slightly different sound levels, a person can just barely detect a
sound‐level change of approximately 1 dB for sounds in the mid‐frequency range. When ordinary noises
are heard, a young healthy ear can detect changes of 2 to 3 dB. A 5 dB change is readily noticeable, while
a 10 dB change is judged by most people as a doubling or halving of the loudness of sound.
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Masking Effect
Another characteristic of sound is its ability to interfere with the ability of the listener to hear another
sound. This interference is defined as the masking effect. The presence of one sound effectively raises the
threshold of audibility for the hearing of a second sound. For a signal to be heard, it must exceed the
threshold of hearing for that particular individual and exceed the masking threshold for the background
noise.
The masking characteristics of sound depend upon many factors, including the spectral (frequency)
characteristics of the two sounds, the sound pressure levels, and the relative start time of the sounds. The
masking effect is greatest when the masking frequency is closest to the frequency of the signal. Low
frequency sounds can mask higher frequency sounds; however, the reverse is not true.

Sound Rating Scales
The description, analysis, and reporting of community sound levels is made difficult by the complexity of
human response to sound and the myriad of sound‐rating scales and metrics that have been developed
for describing acoustic effects. Various rating scales have been devised to approximate the human
subjective assessment to the “loudness” or “noisiness” of a sound. Noise metrics have been developed to
account for additional parameters, such as duration and cumulative effect of multiple events.
Noise metrics can be categorized as single‐event metrics and cumulative metrics. Single‐event metrics
describe the noise from individual events, such as an aircraft flyover. Cumulative metrics describe the
noise in terms of the total noise exposure throughout the day.

Single Event Metrics




Frequency‐Weighted Metrics (dBA) – In order to simplify the measurement and computation of
sound loudness levels, frequency‐weighted networks have obtained wide acceptance. The A‐
weighting (dBA) scale has become the most prominent of these scales and is widely used in
community noise analysis. Its advantages are that it has shown good correlation with community
response and is easily measured.
Maximum Noise Level – The highest noise level reached during a noise event is called the
“Maximum Noise Level,” or Lmax. For example, as an aircraft approaches, the sound of the aircraft
begins to rise above ambient noise levels. The closer the aircraft gets, the louder the sound until
the aircraft is at its closest point. As the aircraft passes, the noise level decreases until the sound
settles to ambient levels. It is this metric to which people generally respond to when an aircraft
flyover occurs. An aircraft flyover is graphically illustrated at the top of Figure 3.

Supplemental Metrics




Time Above (TA) – The FAA has developed the Time Above metric as a second metric for assessing
the impacts of aircraft noise around airports. The TA index refers to the total time in seconds or
minutes that aircraft noise levels exceed certain dBA noise levels in a 24‐hour period. It is typically
expressed as Time Above 75 and 85 dBA sound levels. While this metric is not widely used, it may
be used by the FAA in environmental assessments of airport projects that show a significant
increase in noise levels (a 1.5 DNL increase within the 65 DNL contour due to a project). There are
no noise/land use standards in terms of the TA index.
Sound Exposure Level (SEL) – Another metric that is reported for aircraft flyovers is the Sound
Exposure Level (SEL) metric. It is computed from dBA sound levels. Referring again to the top of
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Figure 3, the shaded area, or the area within 10 dB of the maximum noise level, is the area from
which the SEL is computed. The SEL value is the integration of all the acoustic energy contained
within the event into a time period of 1 second. Speech and sleep interference research can be
assessed relative to Single‐Event Noise Exposure Level data.
This metric takes into account the maximum noise level of the event and the duration of the
event. For aircraft flyovers, the SEL value is typically about 10 dBA higher than the maximum noise
level. Single event metrics are a convenient method for describing noise from individual aircraft
events. This metric is useful in that airport noise models contain aircraft noise curve data based
upon the SEL metric. In addition, cumulative noise metrics such as Equivalent Noise Levels (Leq)
and DNL can be computed from SEL data.
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Figure 3 – SEL, LEQ and DNL Illustrations
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Cumulative Metrics
Cumulative noise metrics have been developed to assess community response to noise. They are useful
because these scales attempt to include the loudness of the noise, the duration of the noise, the total
number of noise events, and the time of day these events occur into one single number rating scale.




Equivalent Noise Level (Leq) – Leq is the sound level corresponding to a steady‐state, A‐weighted
sound level containing the same total energy as a time‐varying signal over a given sample period.
Leq is the “energy” average noise level during the time period of the sample. It is based on the
observation that the potential for a noise to impact people is dependent on the total acoustical
energy content of the noise. It is the energy sum of all the sound that occurs during that time
period. This is graphically illustrated in the middle graph of Figure 3. Leq can be measured for any
time period, but is typically measured for 15 minutes, 1 hour, or 24 hours.
Day‐Night Average Sound Level (DNL) – The DNL index is a 24‐hour, time‐weighted energy average
noise level based on the A‐weighted decibel. It is a measure of the overall noise experienced
during an entire day. The time‐weighting refers to the fact that noise occurring during certain
sensitive time periods is penalized for occurring at these times. In the DNL scale, noise occurring
between the hours of 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. is penalized by 10 dB. This penalty was selected to attempt
to account for the higher sensitivity to noise in the nighttime and the expected further decrease
in background noise levels that typically occur in the nighttime. The FAA specifies DNL for airport
noise assessment, and the EPA specifies DNL for community noise and for airport noise
assessments. DNL is graphically illustrated in the bottom of Figure 3.
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Airport Impact Overlay District
Disclosure Statement Template

NOTICE: The subject property is located within and subject to the Airport Impact Overlay District, [within
one (1) mile of Ldn 60][Ldn 60-65][Ldn 65 or higher] aircraft noise impact area, under the Loudoun County
Zoning Ordinance. The subject property is located within an area that has close proximity to [Washington
Dulles International] [Leesburg Municipal] Airport and will be impacted by aircraft overflights and aircraft
noise.

Attachment 10

RESOLUTION OF THE LOUDOUN COUNTY PLANNING
COMMISSION RECOMMENDING APPROVAL OF CPAM-2021-0001,
ZMAP-2021-0011, and ZOAM-2021-0002
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors of Loudoun County, Virginia (“Board”), at its
February 2, 2021, Business Meeting, initiated a proposed amendment to the Loudoun County 2019
General Plan (“2019 GP”) to amend the Airport Impact Overlay District (AIOD) map to reflect
the results of the 2019 Dulles Noise Contour Update Report; and
WHEREAS, staff prepared CPAM-2021-0001 to include proposed amendments to the
2019 GP that are in accordance with direction the Board provided to staff during the February 2,
2021, Business Meeting; and
WHEREAS, the Board, at its March 1, 2022, Business Meeting, adopted a Resolution of
Intent to Amend (“ROIA”) the AIOD of the Revised 1993 Loudoun County Zoning Ordinance
(“Zoning Ordinance”), in accordance with CPAM-2021-0001, and provided further direction to
staff; and
WHEREAS, staff prepared ZMAP-2021-0011 and ZOAM-2021-0002 to include proposed
amendments to the Zoning Ordinance that are in accordance with CPAM-2021-0001 and direction
the Board provided to staff during the March 1, 2022, Business Meeting; and
WHEREAS, the Loudoun County Planning Commission (“Planning Commission”)
conducted a public hearing on CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011, and ZOAM-2021-0002 on
June 28, 2022, and referred the applications to work session for further discussion and action; and
WHEREAS, for reasons identified by Planning Commission members during its
September 8, 2022, Work Session, the Planning Commission recommends approval and adoption
of CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011, and ZOAM-2021-0002.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission hereby

Attachment 10

recommends that the Board approve and adopt CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011, and
ZOAM-2021-0002, as provided as Attachments 1, 2, 3, and 4 to the September 8, 2022, Planning
Commission Work Session Memorandum.
Adopted by the Planning Commission on September 8, 2022.

________________________, Chairman
Loudoun County Planning Commission
ATTEST:
______________________________, Assistant Secretary
Loudoun County Planning Commission

RESOLUTION OF THE LOUDOUN COUNTY PLANNING
COMMISSION RECOMMENDING DENIAL OF CPAM-2021-0001,
ZMAP-2021-0011, and ZOAM-2021-0002
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors of Loudoun County, Virginia (“Board”), at its
February 2, 2021, Business Meeting, initiated a proposed amendment to the Loudoun County 2019
General Plan (“2019 GP”) to amend the Airport Impact Overlay District (AIOD) map to reflect
the results of the 2019 Dulles Noise Contour Update Report; and
WHEREAS, staff prepared CPAM-2021-0001 to include proposed amendments to the
2019 GP that are in accordance with direction the Board provided to staff during the February 2,
2021, Business Meeting; and
WHEREAS, the Board, at its March 1, 2022, Business Meeting, adopted a Resolution of
Intent to Amend (“ROIA”) the AIOD of the Revised 1993 Loudoun County Zoning Ordinance
(“Zoning Ordinance”), in accordance with CPAM-2021-0001, and provided further direction to
staff; and
WHEREAS, staff prepared ZMAP-2021-0011 and ZOAM-2021-0002 to include proposed
amendments to the Zoning Ordinance that are in accordance with CPAM-2021-0001 and direction
the Board provided to staff during the March 1, 2022, Business Meeting; and
WHEREAS, the Loudoun County Planning Commission (“Planning Commission”)
conducted a public hearing on CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011, and ZOAM-2021-0002 on
June 28, 2022, and referred the applications to work session for further discussion and action; and
WHEREAS, for reasons identified by Planning Commission members during its
September 8, 2022, Work Session, the Planning Commission recommends that the Board not
approve and decline to adopt CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-2021-0011, and ZOAM-2021-0002.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Planning Commission hereby

Attachment 12

recommends that the Board not approve and decline to adopt CPAM-2021-0001, ZMAP-20210011, and ZOAM-2021-0002.
Adopted by the Planning Commission on September 8, 2022.

________________________, Chairman
Loudoun County Planning Commission
ATTEST:

______________________________, Assistant Secretary
Loudoun County Planning Commission

